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Chapter 1
Introduction

Abstract
This opening chapter provides a basic introduction to the world of colloidal
nanocrystals, photodetectors and solar cells. After a discussion on the main
aspects, the experimental techniques which were used in this thesis will be briefly
introduced. Finally, an overview of this thesis will be given.
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1.1 Motivation
The use of light to transport information from one place to another dates back
to ancient times when people used fire and smoke signals e.g. for alerting. Since
then, we have witnessed an astonishing development leading to telecommunication
boosted by the invention of semiconductor lasers, modulators and photodetectors
which are able to generate, manipulate and sense light. Nowadays information
technology is primarily based on highly crystalline semiconductors.1 In one of the
chapters of this thesis we are going to focus on near-infrared (NIR) photodetectors
which are important for telecommunication2,3, infrared imaging4,5 and night vision6.
Commercial NIR (700-1400 nm) and short wave infrared (SWIR, 1400-3000 nm)
photodetectors are made of epitaxially grown semiconductor materials like Si, Ge
and InGaAs.7 However, epitaxial fabrication methods are very expensive and
limited to small area rigid devices. Therefore new materials should be considered
which allow fabricating cheaper, large area, flexible devices at low temperature.
Solution-processed light-sensing optoelectonic devices provide compatibility
with flexible substrates in combination with reduced manufacturing costs.
Considerable research has been done on solution-processed organic-based
photodetectors, but due to the lack of infrared energy capture their application is
limited to wavelengths shorter than 1µm.8,9 However, colloidal inorganic
nanocrystals (NCs) composed of group IV-VI semiconductors such as PbS and
PbSe can overcome this limitation.10-14 Due to quantum confinement their bandgap
is tunable over a wide wavelength range and their spectral sensitivity is extended to
longer wavelengths.10
In 1977 Jimmy Carter already said that “Because we are now running out of
gas and oil, we must prepare quickly for a third change, to strict conservation and
to the use of coal and permanent renewable energy sources, like solar power.” Still
today however, burning fossil fuels creates approximately 80% of the globally
consumed power which has led to serious environmental problems such as
increased pollution and global warming.15 However, production of solar cells has
increased by ~30%15 in the last 5 years and thousands of people power their homes
and businesses with solar panels. Today`s photovoltaic industry uses crystalline
silicon to convert ~15-17% of the sun`s energy directly into electricity.16
Commercial traditional solar panels made from single crystal/polycrystalline
silicon are the most efficient, but their production requires high manufacturing
costs.17 In addition, crystalline silicon technology requires high purity and thick
solar cells since crystalline silicon is a relatively weak absorber.18
Similarly to photodetector devices, solution-processing opens alternative routes
to achieve cheaper, large-area and efficient devices. There has been significant
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progress to enhance solar cell efficiencies in the visible light region with organic
and polymeric photovoltaics.19 To realize further improvement, the spectral
sensitivity of solar cells should be extended farther to the near-infrared
wavelengths which contain approximately the half of the energy of the solar
spectrum. Colloidal inorganic NCs are promising candidates12,14,20-22 to fulfill these
requirements since their bandgap is widely tunable to a desired wavelength by
simply controlling the NCs` size during the synthesis. The major drawback of
using colloidal NCs for electronic applications is the presence of an insulator shell
of organic ligands around the NCs, preventing aggregation but hindering charge
extraction as well. Therefore, one of the major challenges is to modify the surface
properties of the NCs to allow charge transport.
In this thesis, we discuss the possible routes to facilitate charge extraction from
PbS NCs and their application in hybrid photodetectors and inorganic solar cells.
Moreover, the characteristic properties of PbS and hybrid active layers are studied
by combining microscopy and spectroscopy techniques.

1.2 Inorganic nanocrystals
Inorganic semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) are crystalline materials,
aggregates of a few hundred to ten thousands of atoms (Figure 1.1). The typical
dimensions of NCs are around 1-10 nm which is generally smaller than the exciton
Bohr-radius (the distance in an electron-hole pair). As a result, the electronic
characteristics become strongly size-dependent due to the quantum confinement.
Therefore, NCs, whose excitons are confined in all three spatial dimensions, are
often referred to as quantum dots. Consequently, NCs show intermediate electronic
properties between bulk semiconductor solids and discrete molecules.

Figure 1.1 Typical dimension of NCs is located between discrete molecules and microorganisms.
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The discovery of NCs can be dated back to almost 30 years ago.23,24 Since then,
NCs have attracted increasing attention mostly due to their exceptional optical
properties25. Only during the last decade, semiconducting NC research has become
more application oriented, most notably towards solar cells12,20,26, photodetectors12,
LEDs27,28 and biological labeling29,30.
NCs can be easily synthesized from group II-VI, III-V or IV-VI
semiconductors in solution via hot-injection approaches.31,32 For most of the
applications the key issue is to control the surface chemistry of the NCs since a
ligand shell is needed to prevent aggregation and to provide good solubility. NCs
are generally synthesized with commercially available ligands such as carboxylic
acids, amines, phosphines, phosphine oxides and alkyl thiols, which are all
electrical insulators.
Figure 1.2 shows two of the most commonly used ligands which are also applied in
this thesis.
O

a)

OH

b)
NH2

Figure 1.2 Chemical structure of a) oleic acid and b) oleylamine stabilizing ligands

Since these ligands have an insulating nature, new strategies are required to
successfully extract charges from the NCs. Therefore modifying the surrounding
medium or the surface properties of the NCs is unavoidable for electrical
applications. Several strategies have been presented so far, including integrating
semiconducting NCs with insulating ligands into semiconducting polymer-based
matrices33 and attachment of electroactive end-functionalized polymers34,35 or small
molecules36,37. These approaches have led to charge extraction from the NCs to or
through the ligands and matrices.
1.2.1 Quantum confinement effect
The energy gap which separates the continuous valence and conduction energy
bands of bulk macroscopic size semiconductors is a fixed parameter. However,
nanoscale size semiconductors with sizes smaller than ~ 10 nm fall into the regime
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of quantum confinement where the excitons are confined in all three dimensions.
As a result, the energy gap increases and the continuous energy bands of the bulk
semiconductor transform into discrete atomic-like energy levels which are
determined by the NC size (Figure 1.3).38

Figure 1.3 Idealized band structure of a bulk semiconductor and a NC exhibiting size-dependent
energy bandgap. (The energy levels are not depicted to scale.)

In 1986, L. Brus has derived an analytical expression, which expresses how the
bandgap of the NC changes with its radius R:

E gNC = E g +

h2π 2
2R 2

 1
1  1.8e 2

 −
+
 m e m h  ε 0 εR

Eq. 1.1.

where Eg is the bandgap of the bulk semiconductor, h is the Planck constant, me
and mh are the effective masses of electrons and holes, respectively, while e is the
elementary charge, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and ε is the relative permittivity of
the semiconductor NC material. Eq. 1.1 accurately illustrates the size-dependence
of the energy bandgap, which has strong influence on the optical and electrical
properties of NC. The second term of Eq.1.1 is the quantum confinement energy
which increases with decreasing NC size and it is inversely proportional to R2. The
third term is related to the Coulomb attraction of the electron-hole pair39 which is
enhanced with increasing quantum confinement and is inversely proportional to R.
If the NC size becomes sufficiently small the second term outweighs the third term
resulting in broadening of the bandgap and blue shift in the optical absorption and
emission spectra (Figure 1.4).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4 Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of PbS NCs ranging in diameter from ~ 5 nm
to ~3.8 nm (blue-shifted).

By simply varying the bandgap of the NCs through carefully controlled
synthesis, the absorption and photoluminescence of the NCs can be tuned, giving
application opportunities in many different fields, e.g. optoelectronics. In addition,
the absorption of the solar spectrum can be maximized, contrary to the limited
spectral coverage of many bulk semiconductors.

1.3 Introduction to photodetectors
Photodetectors (PD) are optical sensor devices which are able to convert light
into electrical signals using the principles of photoconductivity. When light with
sufficient energy is absorbed by certain semiconductors, the number of free carriers
increases which leads to enhanced photoconductivity compared to dark conditions.
There are many photon detection devices commercially available in the visible
spectral range such as single crystal detectors and CCD cameras which are based
on silicon technology. However, the variety of the detection systems on the market
in the NIR and SWIR spectral range is more reduced due to the limited spectral
sensitivity of silicon. NIR and SWIR detectors are generally fabricated using
epitaxially grown Ge, InGaAs or thermally evaporated PbS. The epitaxial growth
of semiconductors is considered to be an expensive technique. Therefore, new
materials are desired to enable high detectivity, inexpensive fabrication of devices
for telecommunication, night-vision systems and sensing applications.
While significant effort has been done on solution-processable organic PDs,
their use is limited to the spectral window below 1 µm due to their large
bandgap.9,40 Semiconducting NCs, especially PbS, PbSe, HgTe and InAs are
promising candidates for photon detection in the NIR and SWIR since their optical
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and electronic properties are precisely tunable by size from the visible range down
to the SWIR region and solution-processing could reduce production costs.14 In the
last couple of years NC-based PDs showed device characteristics comparable to
commercial devices which provide typical detectivity (D*) values of ~1012-1013
Jones.41 The units of D* are cmHz1/2W-1 which is also called Jones after R. Clark
Jones. Ultrasensitive quantum dot PDs were fabricated from PbS NCs showing a
detectivity of ~1013 Jones which is higher than that of commercial InGaAs
devices.42 Solution-processability of HgTe NCs has lead to the fabrication of
inkjet-printed PDs with detectivity values of ~1010 Jones.11 There is intensive
ongoing research on hybrid PDs composed of semiconducting NCs and organic
materials, which recently resulted in the fabrication of infrared photodiodes.5 The
ternary blend based photodiode functions as an infrared camera as demonstrated by
imaging a monarch butterfly under infrared illumination.
1.3.1 Figures of merit of PDs
There are several key parameters43 that have to be taken into account when
characterizing a PD. These key parameters are described in details in the following.
Responsivity (Rλ)
Rλ is the measure of the electrical output over the optical input and is often
referred to as sensitivity. The electrical output in this case is simply the
photocurrent (Iph) produced under illumination and the optical input is the power of
illumination (Plight).The Rλ in units of AW-1 can be expressed as:

R λ=

Ι ph
Plight

Eq. 1.2.

The responsivity of IR detectors increases generally with increasing wavelength
until it reaches the so-called cut-off wavelength, which is the wavelength of the
bandgap energy of the material. In general the spectral response of NC PDs follows
the shape of the NC absorption spectra.
Noise equivalent power (NEP)
NEP is a measure of the sensitivity of a photodetector; it can be defined as the
radiant power which produces a signal-to-noise ratio of unity and expressed as:

NEP =

13

In
Rλ

Eq. 1.3.
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To detect small optical signals, the Iph produced by Plight should be efficiently larger
than the noise current (In) since it is desirable to have an NEP as small as possible
since a small NEP means high signal-to-noise ratio.
Specific detectivity (D*)
D* is defined as the reciprocal of NEP normalized by the unit area of the device
and the unit bandwidth:

D* =

A∆f
NEP

Eq. 1.4.

where A is the area of the photosensitive region and ∆f is the noise bandwidth. The
normalization with the area makes it easier to compare devices with different sizes.
Dynamic range
Another important feature of PDs is the dynamic range which is the range where
the PD responds linearly to the input optical power. The dynamic range is often
limited by the saturation of the sensing signal or different sources of random noise.
Quantum efficiency (η)
Quantum efficiency can be defined as the conversion efficiency of photons to
electrons; therefore η depends on both absorption of light and collection of the
generated carriers. It can be calculated from the responsivity as

η=

Rλ hc
×
e
λ

Eq. 1.5.

where Rλ is the responsivity, λ the wavelength of light, ħ the Planck constant, c the
speed of light in vacuum and e the elementary charge.
1.3.2 PD fabrication and characterization techniques
NC-based photoconductive detectors are generally fabricated by solutionprocessing (spin-coating or dip coating) in thin film geometry, as depicted in
Figure 1.5. The basic structure consists of an insulator layer (typically SiO2) on top
of the body (generally silicon), finished by lithographically structured electrodes
(mostly gold).
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Figure 1.5 Basic structure of NC-based PDs

To measure photoresponse and determine all the key figures of merit of the device,
first a suitable light source is needed. The desired wavelength can be obtained by
using a monochromatic source or dispersion of light by a monochromator. The
exact input light power can be measured with a power meter and has to be
normalized by the size of the photoactive area. When the light is focused on the
device and the electrodes are biased, the response can be obtained by measuring the
I-V characteristics in dark and under illumination. The signal-to-noise ratio can be
measured using a lock-in amplifier technique where the incoming light is
modulated by a mechanical chopper, taking the modulation frequency and phase of
the chopping into account as reference for the lock-in amplifier. In such a way,
even very low photocurrents can be measured next to the noise current which can
be determined with the lock-in as well. More measurement details can be found in
the experimental details of Chapter 1 and 2.

1.4 Basics of solar cells
Today`s solar cell mass production is mostly based on single crystalline and
polycrystalline Si p-n junctions, which exhibit power conversion efficiencies up to
~25%.16 The p-n junction is composed of a p-doped and an n-doped Si layer on top
of each other (Figure 1.6). The absorption of photons results in the generation of
electron-hole pairs, which can generally be separated thermally or by the electric
field. The electrons and holes migrate towards the p-n junction where the opposite
carriers are pushed away from each other and are transported to the opposite
electrodes.44
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ep-doped
Si

p-n
junction

n-doped
Si

Eg

h+

Figure 1.6 Band structure and charge transport in Si p-n junction solar cells

Although this technology is very well established and gives high power
conversion efficiencies, due to the complex production techniques and high
fabrication costs, several alternatives are currently being investigated to obtain
comparable efficiencies at lower costs.
One of the strategies to improve device efficiency is to fabricate multi-junction
solar cells by stacking semiconducting materials with different bandgap energies
on top of each other. A junction such as InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs has led to
efficiencies as high as 41.6%, but this approach is far too expensive to compete
with the most recent silicon technology.16 Plastic solar cells offer easy and low-cost
production with efficiencies up to 8.3%,16 but organic semiconductors are limited
by their lack of infrared energy capture.
Nanomaterials could open other alternative pathways to improve solar cell
efficiencies in combination with low fabrication costs, due to easier synthetic and
processing methods.14 In addition, nano-sized materials like semiconducting NCs
can efficiently harness solar energy even in the near-infrared region. To improve
the efficiency of NC-based solar cells, there is an urge to fundamentally understand
the device working mechanism, since not all aspects of device performance are
understood yet. There are three main architectures under investigation using NCs in
the device active layer: i) Schottky-junction solar cells, ii) Bilayer devices
(junctions formed by two layers of distinct materials) and iii) bulk-heterojunction
devices (the active layer is composed of the blend of two distinct materials). We
are going to focus here on Schottky-junction solar cells, since they will be one of
the topics of this thesis.
1.4.1 Schottky-junction devices
When a semiconductor layer makes intimate contact with a metal a barrier can
form on the metal-semiconductor interface, called a Schottky barrier, which is
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responsible for controlling the current flow in the device.44 In the last couple of
years, NCs were used to fabricate Schottky-junction solar cells (Figure 1.7) by
simply sandwiching the NC layers between electrodes with different work
functions.

Figure 1.7 Schematic of NC-based Schottky-junction solar cells

The most efficient device active layers are processed by layer-by-layer (LBL)
dip-coating21,45 or spin-coating46,47 of p-type semiconducting NCs onto transparent
ITO patterned substrates. ITO serves as transparent and ohmic bottom contact. The
long insulating ligands can be replaced by bilinker short molecules such as
ethanedithiol21,45,48 (EDT), benzenedithiol47,49 (BDT) using sequential deposition of
the NC and short molecule solutions.

Figure 1.8 Sequential spin-coating method for fabrication of LBL NC active layer for solar cells using
BDT as bilinker ligand

As a result of the ligand exchange, the NCs become cross-linked by the bilinker
molecules and the interparticle spacing between individual NCs reduces.
Therefore, the NC layers become more conductive and the mobility of charge
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carriers increases compared to the layer composed of NCs surrounded by the long
stabilizing ligands.50 The device is finished by evaporating a low work function
(difference between vacuum level and Fermi level) metal such as Al, Ca or Mg on
top of the active layer.
When the two electrodes are connected by an external wire, charges start to
flow from the NC to the metal until thermal equilibrium is established, as depicted
in Figure 1.9, and the Fermi levels on both sides line up, causing band bending in
the NC layer.44 Only small band bending occurs at the interface of ITO and NC
layer, while on the opposite side the bending is much more pronounced due to the
offset between the Fermi level of the NCs and the metal work function. This leads
to the creation of a depletion region for charge carriers and a Schottky junction
which forms a barrier for hole extraction but favors electron injection into the
metal.21,48 It has been shown that the depletion region for NC-based Schottky
junctions is as wide as ~200 nm21,51, therefore we assume that all of our devices
presented in this thesis are fully depleted.

Figure 1.9 Equilibrium band diagram of NC-based Schottky junctions

Upon illumination, photons with energy larger than the bandgap of the NCs are
absorbed, creating excitons (electron-hole pairs) which can either recombine or
dissociate to form free charge carriers. The exciton dissociation mechanism has
been a critical issue, which has only successfully been described in 2010.49
Complex studies on the relation between inter-NC coupling energy and exciton
binding energy have revealed that if the coupling energy is comparable or exceeds
the exciton binding energy, excitons can dissociate via tunneling through the
bilinker molecules. In this study, the length of bilinker molecules connecting the
NCs was varied and these molecules were treated as tunneling barriers. When the
inter-NC distance was decreased to the point where the exciton binding energy and
the coupling energy became comparable the electron wave functions started to
overlap, leading to tunneling of electrons between two neighboring NCs while in
the low inter-NC coupling regime the dominant pathway was resonant energy
transfer. For optoelectronics, the selection of appropriate NC materials is crucial
since the nature of the material determines the exciton binding energy and the
inter-NC distance influences the coupling energy. For solar cell applications,
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efficient exciton dissociation is required which means that materials with low
exciton binding energy and strong inter-NC coupling (such as PbS treated with
BDT or EDT) are preferred. The charge transport mechanism in NC Schottky
junctions is still not well understood and there is an ongoing debate to determine
the appropriate mechanism.
The photovoltage of NC-Schottky-junctions is theoretically limited to Eg/2e
where e is the elementary charge and Eg is the bandgap of the NCs, thus the
photovoltage can be controlled by the size of the NCs. Moreover, the photovoltage
is determined by the built-in voltage which is the difference between the Fermi
level of NCs and the work function of the top metal electrode.
Successful fabrication of NC-based Schottky solar cells has been reported
using PbS47,48,52, PbSe21, and PbSxSe1-x53 NCs with power conversion efficiencies
up to 3.6%47. It is widely believed that replacing Schottky junctions by other device
architectures could lead to higher performance. Till now, bulk heterojunction54,55
devices utilizing NCs in the active layer have not given higher efficiencies due to
morphology issues, however bilayer devices56-58 showed larger improvement in
individual parameters such as fill factor (FF) or open circuit voltage. In the best
case, the device is based on a bilayer composed of porous TiO2 and PbS, boosting
the power conversion efficiency to ~5%.56
1.4.2 Solar cell characterization
To investigate the performance of solar cells, the current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics in dark and under illumination have to be considered. It is more
practical to plot the current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics, which are
normalized by the device active area since the power output of the device strongly
depends on the size of the active area. A typical J-V plot under illumination can be
seen in Figure 1.10 together with all the key parameters. The device produces
power only in the fourth quadrant where the applied voltage is between zero and
the open circuit voltage (Voc). The Voc is the maximum photovoltage that the device
can produce under illumination and corresponds to the voltage where the current
under illumination is zero (J = 0 A/m2). (Quasi Fermi level is the Fermi level,
which is formed when the populations of the charge carriers are displaced from
equilibrium.) The Voc in Schottky junctions is determined as the difference between
the quasi Fermi level of the semiconductor and the work function of the metal
electrode. At voltages higher than Voc the current density becomes positive since
the electric field has changed polarity. The current which can flow through the
device at zero voltage under illumination is called short-circuit current density (Jsc).
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Figure 1.10 Typical current-density voltage characteristics of solar cells showing Jsc, Voc, FF and MPP

At negative voltages the current tends to saturate to a maximum value where the
maximum of the photogenerated carriers is obtained. The maximum of the
electrical power, which is called maximum power point (Pmpp) is located in the
fourth quadrant where the current density (J) and voltage (V) reached its maximum
value (Jmpp∗Vmpp). Another important feature of solar cells is the fill-factor (FF)
which is the measure of the quality of the shape of the J-V characteristics and it can
be defined as the ratio between Pmpp and the product of Voc and Jsc:

FF =

J mpp × Vmpp
J sc × Voc

Eq. 1.6.

Therefore Pmpp can be expressed as Pmpp = FF× Jsc× Voc. Finally, the power
conversion efficiency of a solar cell can be described as the ratio between the
maximum power output (Pmpp) and the power of the incident light (Plight):

η=

Pmpp
Plight

=

FF × J sc × Voc
Plight

Eq. 1.7.

As can be seen from Eq.1.7, η can be enhanced by improving either one or more of
these parameters. The optimization of device operation depends on several
parameters such as morphology and thickness of the active layer, composition and
size of the materials, temperature and light intensity.
To be able to compare device performance all over the world, the power
conversion efficiency has to be measured under standard test conditions (STC).
STC include the temperature of the solar cell (25ºC), the illumination intensity
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(1000W/m2) and the spectral distribution of the illumination source (air mass 1.5 or
AM1.5, which is the spectrum of sunlight filtered by passing through 1.5
thicknesses of the earth`s atmosphere). Since the spectrum of the illuminating
source used for indoor photovoltaic measurements is never exactly the same as the
solar spectrum, the so-called spectral mismatch factor (M) has to be determined,
which can be expressed by the following formula: 59

M =

∫E
∫E

R

(λ ) S R (λ )∂λ

S

(λ ) S R (λ )∂λ

⋅

∫E
∫E

S

(λ ) S T (λ )∂λ

R

(λ ) S T (λ )∂λ

Eq.1.8.

where ER(λ) is the reference spectrum, ES(λ) the solar simulator spectrum, ST(λ) the
spectral response of the test device and SR(λ) the spectral response of the reference
cell. Typical values of M for crystalline Si solar cells lie in the range of 0.98-1.02,
since they have a similar spectral response to standard reference cells made of Si.
However, M of non-silicon based solar cells can deviate from 1, therefore it is
crucial to use a calibrated reference cell to accurately determine the efficiency of
the test cell. The reference cell is a silicon solar cell and its spectral response was
provided by the Energy research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN). The spectral
response of the test cell can be obtained by measuring the incident-photon-tocurrent conversion efficiency (IPCE) which is also known as External Quantum
Efficiency (EQE). The spectral response of the test cell can be measured relative to
that of a calibrated Si and a Ge photodiode from 400 to 1400 nm using
monochromatic light as illumination source. In this way, the ratios between the
generated photocurrent at short-circuit conditions and the incident photon flux at a
given wavelength for the whole range of the solar spectrum can be determined.

Figure 1.11 Typical IPCE spectrum of NC solar cells, measured at short-circuit conditions
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A typical IPCE spectrum for determination of M can be seen in Figure 1.11.
To determine the net photocurrent (Jph) of a photovoltaic device, the J-V
characteristics have to be recorded under illumination (JL) and in dark (JD). Jph can
be expressed as Jph= JL-JD, which can be plotted against the voltage (Figure 1.12)
to obtain the voltage where Jph= 0 and is called the compensation voltage (V0).

Figure 1.12 J-V characteristics under illumination (JL), in dark (JD) and calculated photocurrent (Jph);
Jph=JL-JD. The arrows show the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and compensation voltage (V0) where the
net Jph=0.

The extraction of photogenerated electrons and holes from a photoconductor
layer has already been investigated by Goodman and Rose in 1971.60 With a simple
physical model they explained the dependence of the current on the voltage in leadoxide glasses. If light is homogeneously absorbed throughout the whole layer with
a layer thickness of L, charge carriers are created uniformly with a generation rate
of G. Under applied bias (V), the drift length of charge carriers (electrons and
holes) is given by w =µ×τ×E; where µ is the carrier mobility, τ is the carrier
lifetime and E is the electric field. The authors showed that if all photogenerated
free carriers are extracted from the layer, the photocurrent starts to saturate which
implies that the drift length of charge carriers is equal or larger than the active layer
thickness (L). In this case no recombination occurs and the saturated photocurrent
density can be expressed as

J ph = qGL

Eq.1.9.

where q is the elementary electric charge, G the generation rate of the
photoexcitations and L the device layer thickness. On the basis of Eq.1.9., for nonspace-charge limited devices Jph depends linearly on the light intensity (I).
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However, a fundamental electrostatic limit of the photocurrent was predicted if
w of one of the charge carriers becomes smaller than L. In this case, the
accumulation of the slower charge carriers occurs in the device close to the
corresponding electrode, making the electric field non-uniform. Next to this
electrode a so-called space-charge will form, namely, a space filled with a net
positive or negative charge, depending on whether electrons or holes are causing
the space-charge. Here, the electric field will be increased, enhancing the extraction
of the carriers, while close to the other electrode the electric field decreases,
diminishing the extraction of the opposite carriers. As a consequence, the Jph can be
expressed as

J ph

 9ε εµ 
= q 0 
 8q 

1/ 4

G 3 / 4V 1 / 2

Eq.1.10.

Hence, space-charge limited Jph is characterized by the square root dependence on
the voltage and is proportional to I3/4. Moreover, in space-charge limited devices
the recombination of free carriers becomes more significant, therefore the
maximum FF which can be obtained is predicted to be ~ 42%.61
Figure 1.13 a) shows the non-space charge limited case where Jph is plotted as a
function of the effective voltage (V0-V). The effective voltage was obtained by
subtracting the applied voltage (V) from the compensation voltage (V0). There are
only two regimes to be distinguished: i) small effective voltages (V0-V < 0.1 V)
where the drift and diffusion currents compete and vary linearly with the voltage
and ii) increasing effective voltages (V0-V > 0.1 V) when the Jph tends to saturate.
(b)

(a)
I

II

I

II

III

Figure 1.13 Schematic illustration of the a) non space-charge limited photocurrent and the b) spacecharge limited photocurrent
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In the case of a space-charge limited device, as can be seen in Figure 1.13 b), a
third regime appears where Jph is characterized by the square root of the effective
voltage.

1.5 Characterization techniques
Several characterization techniques are used throughout this thesis to study and
understand the physical properties of the materials and the working mechanisms of
the fabricated devices. In the following, the most frequently used characterization
techniques will be introduced.
1.5.1 Steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements are one of the most informative
techniques to investigate electronic excited states in semiconductors. In particular,
time-resolved PL is a very powerful tool, which allows understanding the dynamics
of ongoing processes upon excitation. In this case, the sample is excited by a short
pulse of monochromatic light, followed by a measurement of the subsequent
photoluminescence as a function of time. The analysis of decay time of the
excitations provides valuable information about the nature of the excited states and
helps to understand the various routes of possible energy losses.
In general, excitation promotes the molecule from its singlet ground state (So)
to the first excited singlet state (S1). The depopulation of this state may occur via
radiative (rapid recombination to the So state giving rise to luminescence) or via
nonradiative transitions. The PL emission depends not only on the electronic
structure of a single molecule, but is also strongly influenced by the molecular
packing and coupling of the molecules. For instance, when two identical molecules
are close to each other in a spatial arrangement, the excitation energy level splits
due to the interactions between them and causes a spectral shift with respect to the
single molecule. PL processes occurring in semiconductor NCs can be described on
a similar way if we consider NCs as large molecules.
In NC thin films the emission from the S1 level is characterized by a PL decay
time in the order of nanoseconds. For surface-modified NC thin films we can
usually detect a reduction of the decay time caused by the interaction of the
exctitation with the electronic levels of the ligand molecules. For example, in
donor-acceptor systems, where the energy levels are aligned as a type-II
heterojunction, we can observe significant reduction of the PL decay time with
respect to the decay time of the pristine donor due to charge transfer.
For steady state and time-resolved PL measurements, samples were excited by
the second harmonic of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser, tunable in the range
~720-980 nm, delivering pulses of 150 fs, with repetition frequency of ~76 MHz.
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To vary the repetition rate of the exciting pulse, an optical pulse selector with a
division ratio between 1:20 to 1:5000 was used. The Ti:sapphire laser was pumped
with a solid-state diode-pump, frequency-doubled Nd:Vanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser,
providing single-frequency green (532 nm) output at a power of 5 Watts. Steady
state PL was measured in the visible with a Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera and in
the NIR with an InGaAs detector from Andor.
The-time resolved PL signal was recorded with two Hamamatsu streak
cameras, one with a photocathode sensitive in the visible and the other in the NIR
spectral range.
1.5.2 Microscopy
The morphology of thin films used as active layers in devices is one of the
most important parameters determining the device’s efficiency. The presence of
pinholes and cracks in the active layer generally leads to decreased device
performance.62 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can provide high-resolution
surface topography images, reflecting the material`s surface properties. Surface
topography information was obtained by a MultiMode AFM NanoScope IV
Scanning Probe Microscope Controller in tapping mode, mounting Si cantilevers.
High resolution cross-section images can be obtained by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). SEM belongs to the electron microscopy family and is able to
image samples by scanning them with a high-energy beam of electrons. The
electrons interact (absorption, scattering) with the surface creating secondary
electrons, back-scattered electrons and x-rays. These signals are collected by an
array of detectors to form the images. The sample cross sections were taken by a
ZEISS 1540 XB cross beam electron microscope.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) uses the same basic principles as
normal microscopes, but it operates with electrons instead of light, which allows
obtaining resolutions tens of thousand times higher due to the small de Broglie
wavelength of electrons. The beam of electrons interacts (e.g. transmission,
scattering) and travels through the specimen, resulting in the formation of images
with fine details.
1.5.3 Absorption
Absorption spectroscopy measures transitions between electronic states. The
frequencies, where the absorption occurs, primarily depend on the electronic
structure of the semiconductor, giving qualitative and quantitative information
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about a sample. Optical density spectra were taken with a Perkin Elmer Lambda
900 spectrometer.
Transient absorption, also known as pump-probe technique, is an extension of
absorption spectroscopy where a pump laser is used to excite the sample from the
ground state to higher excited states followed by a probe laser to obtain the
absorption spectra of higher excited states as a function of time after excitation.
This technique is an important experimental tool to separately identify the
dynamics of charge carriers and provide evidence for charge transfer. Differential
transmission decays are obtained with a two color pump-probe setup. The samples
are excited with pulses from a regenerative amplifier (784 nm wavelength, 150 fs
duration, 1 kHz repetition) and are probed with infrared (∼1280 nm wavelength)
pulses from a tunable parametric amplifier.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a common technique to
identify the chemical composition of a sample by the analysis of its infrared
absorption spectra at various frequencies. It uses the fact that every chemical bond
or group of bonds vibrate at specific characteristic frequencies. The transmittance
and reflectance of the infrared rays at different frequencies is translated into an
infrared spectrum consisting of characteristic peaks of the sample which can be
identified from the FTIR library. Measurements were performed in vacuum with a
Bruker IFS 66v/S spectrometer equipped with a DTGS detector. All spectra were
measured with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and are averages of 4800 scans. The spectrum
of a clean silicon wafer was used as a reference. Spectra were recorded and
evaluated with the software OPUS version 4.2 (Bruker).

1.5.4 Electrical characterization
Current-voltage characteristics of solar cells were recorded using a Keithley
2400 SourceMeter in a nitrogen filled glove-box. Measurements were performed in
the dark and under illumination from a Steuernagel SolarConstant 1200 metal
halide lamp calibrated to 1 sun intensity and corrected for spectral mismatch with
the AM1.5G spectrum using a Si reference cell. The calculated mismatch factors
for PbS (1.1 eV) and PbS (1.3 eV) in this setup amounted to 1.17 and 1.22,
respectively. Contributions to the photocurrent from regions outside the
anode/cathode overlap area were eliminated using illumination masks with slightly
smaller apertures than the device area.
Incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra were measured
from 400 to 1400 nm using a custom-built setup comprising a 50 W quartz
tungsten halogen lamp (Newport Research Series) with a highly stable radiometric
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power supply, 33 narrow band-pass interference filters (CVI laser), a transimpedance amplifier and a Stanford Research Systems SR830 lock-in amplifier.
The spectral response was measured relative to that of a calibrated Si (Newport
818-SL) and a Ge (Oriel 71653) photodiode.
Electrical measurements of PDs were carried out in a home-built probe station
under high vacuum (10-6 mbar) with a Keithley 4200 semiconductor analyzer at
room temperature. To prevent parasitic currents and to electrically isolate the
silicon substrate a sheet of mica was used between the silicon substrate of the
devices and the copper holder. The illumination of the samples was provided by a
532 nm fiber-coupled laser allowing a homogeneous illumination of the sample
with a power of 6 mW/cm2. The photocurrent was measured with a lock-in
amplifier illuminating the sample with a halogen lamp through an Acton
monochromator (Spectra Pro 2150i).
1.5.5 Sample preparation
Spin coating
In this procedure, an excess amount of a solution is cast on the substrate, next
the substrate is accelerated to its final rotational speed. During the spinning time
solvent evaporates and the thin film is formed. The quality of the thin film is
affected by the spinning parameters, i.e. acceleration and spinning speed, time of
the spinning, as well as by the concentration of the solution and the vapor pressure
of the solvent.
Drop casting
This sample fabrication method is used to prepare samples for optical
measurements. It is based on simply covering the substrate with a couple of drops
of the solution and leaving it for a while to dry under a fume hood.

1.6 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is focused on studying methods to obtain charge extraction from
inorganic NCs and on the fabrication of optoelectronic devices. Different
approaches are presented for charge extraction from simple charge transfer to
surface modification of NCs in solution and thin films.
Chapter 2 focuses on the fabrication and characterization of organic/inorganic
PDs composed of [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) and PbS
NCs. In chapter 3 we present an alternative way for surface modification of PbS
and CdSe NCs in solution. The chapter is devoted to investigate the successful
binding of a fullerene derivative, namely 3,4-dihexyloxyphenyl-C61-butyric-acid
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(dPCBA) to PbS and CdSe NCs. In chapter 4, we report on a solid state surface
modification method which enables the fabrication of efficient PbS solar cells,
showing PCEs approaching 4%. The effect of 2 different NC sizes on the
performance and key parameters of the devices is investigated. Finally, Chapter 5
explores the origin of the temperature dependence of the electrical and optical
properties of PbS NCs, providing new information about PbS NC arrays.
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Chapter 2
Near-infrared photodetectors based on
electron transfer from
PbS NCs to fullerene
derivatives

Abstract
Efficient and stable photoconducting materials with sensitivity in a broad spectral
range are indispensible for both photodetector and solar cell applications.
Organic/inorganic hybrid systems composed by colloidal nanocrystals (NCs) and
fullerene derivatives are excellent candidates for both applications due to their
elevate stability in ambient conditions, the possibility of an extremely broad and
tunable spectral response and cheap processing method. In this chapter we report
on hybrid thin films where [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) and
PbS NCs were blended in solution to obtain spectral sensitivity covering the visible
and near-infrared range till 1300 nm. The active layer exploits ultrafast electron
transfer from the NCs to the fullerene, as is highlighted by time-resolved
photoluminescence. Photodetectors were fabricated by spin coating the hybrid
active layer on planar structures with lithographically defined gold electrodes.
These devices showed responsivity up to 0.32 AW-1 and detectivity of 2.5*1010
Jones at 1200 nm.∗

∗
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2.1 Introduction
The research on high performing solution-processable semiconductors
addresses the need for cheap mass production of electronic and optoelectronic
devices. Organic semiconductors hold great promise of flexible and inexpensive
production; however, their low performance in terms of charge carrier mobility,
stability in ambient conditions and the lack of infrared energy capture are pitfalls
far from being solved. Colloidal inorganic nanocrystals (NCs) are emerging as
valid substitute materials due to their elevate stability in ambient conditions and the
possibility of an extremely broad and tunable spectral response1-4. In particular, for
applications requiring absorption and/or emission of light in the near-infrared,
inorganic NCs, especially PbS and PbSe, show great advantages with respect to
other solution-processable materials, as their fundamental absorption edge can be
tuned thanks to quantum confinement in the wavelength range between 850-3500
nm3,5,6. These NCs are synthesized in colloidal form by capping them with a
molecular ligand shell, determining their solubility and limiting their charge
transport properties7,8. Nevertheless, their near-infrared activity have been
exploited in devices such as light emitting diodes9,10, solar cells11,12 and
photodetectors13,14. The latter show detectivities even outperforming epitaxially
grown devices when the NC ligand shell is manipulated after the film deposition14.
However, ligand manipulation has resulted in a strong power non-linearity of the
photodetectors14 and a fast degradation of the device performance.15
An alternative approach for the fabrication of photodetectors (PDs) based on
colloidal NCs relies on blending inorganic NCs in organic semiconducting matrices
such as polyphenylenevinylene derivatives16, polythiophenes17 or pentacene18. In
devices such as hybrid (organic/inorganic) solar cells17,19-21 and PDs16,22 the NCs
act as electron acceptors and the transport mostly depends on the hole transport
properties of the polymers, resulting in strongly limited device performance.
Improvements in the overall device performance have been recently
demonstrated by using needle-like fullerene crystals photosensitized by CdSe
NCs23. The devices benefit from the higher carrier mobility in C60 crystals as
compared to conjugated polymers. However, the performances of these devices are
lower than the one of the ligand manipulated ones and the needle-like crystals do
not allow a controllable device fabrication.
In this work we replace the unsoluble C60 with its soluble derivative [6,6]phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) to obtain hybrid thin film PDs with
spectral sensitivity covering the visible and near-infrared range till 1300 nm,
achieving a performance close to that of commercial near-infrared detectors. The
active layer composed of PbS NCs and PCBM exploits ultrafast charge transfer
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from the NCs fully covered by bulky oleic acid ligands to the fullerene, as is
highlighted by time-resolved photoluminescence and by pump and probe
measurements. Field-effect transistor measurements evidenced that the electrons
are the mobile carriers in our PDs, while the holes are trapped in the NCs. Such a
configuration allows obtaining a photoconductive gain as well as a linear power
dependence of the photocurrent. The measured detectivity compares to that of
commercial PDs sensitive in the near-infrared, making our hybrid devices
appealing for applications in biology and in night vision systems as cost effective
alternative to the actual technology.

2.2 Results and discussion
2.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy and
microscopy image of PbS/PCBM PDs

atomic

force

Photodetectors (PDs) were fabricated by spin coating a thin film of PbS/PCBM
blend (1:1 by weight) onto interdigitated gold electrodes with 5 µm spacing. A
cross sectional scanning electron micrograph (SEM) is shown in Figure 2.1 (a)
along with the morphology of the thin film measured by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (Figure 2.1 (b)). The film appears as a homogeneous matrix embedding
round domains with diameters inferior to 1 µm and heights of ~100 nm, which
could not be ascribed to phase segregation by EDX (electron dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy) and thus represent morphologically different but compositionally
indistinguishable features.
(b)

(a)
Au drain

Au source
PbS/PCBM blend

channel

200 nm

SiO2
400 nm

Si gate
0 nm

2 mm

Figure 2.1 (a) SEM cross section of hybrid device. (b) AFM image of PbS/PCBM active

layer on the electrodes and in the channel.
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2.2.2 Electrical characterization of PbS/PCBM PDs
The current vs voltage (I-V) measurements of the PbS/PCBM blend and of pure
PCBM devices performed in dark and under illumination are reported in Figure 2.2
(a) and (b). The I-V characteristics of both the hybrid blend and the PCBM thin
film devices are symmetric with respect to zero bias. The photocurrent of the blend
has a linear dependence on the bias for values lower than 6V while for higher bias
the dependence becomes quadratic. The hybrid device biased at 15 V under
illumination of 532 nm with 6.0 mW/cm2 shows a current of ~ 5×10-6 A, while the
dark current is 4 orders of magnitude lower. This on/off ratio of 104 exceeds the
reported on/off ratio for the needle-like crystal sensitized C60 detectors by more
than one order of magnitude23. The monochromatic quantum efficiency of the
blended device at a bias of 15V is up to 400%, indicating an amplification of the
photocurrent14,24 (due to the accumulation of holes in the NCs). The best
responsivity value obtained for the hybrid devices exceeds ~1.6 AW-1 under 532
nm illumination.

Figure 2.2 (a) Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the spin-coated PbS/PCBM blend and

(b) PCBM thin films in dark and under illumination.

The reference device composed of a pure PCBM film (Figure 2.2 (b)) shows a
much weaker increase of the current under illumination than the blend. At 15V,
under a homogenous illumination of 6.0 mW/cm2, the device delivers ~8×10-9 A,
while the dark current is ~5 10-11 A (limited by our instrument sensitivity). The
calculated responsivity of the PCBM device is then 2.5×10-3 AW-1. Devices
fabricated with pure PbS NCs show currents bordering our detection sensitivity
without increment upon illumination, which can be explained by the insulating
nature of the bulky ligand layer surrounding the NCs.
To evaluate the responsivity in the near-infrared range we measured the
photocurrent spectrum presented in Figure 2.3. The spectrum clearly shows a
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maximum at 1200 nm and a general shape following that of the optical density of
NCs as measured from a reference layer on a glass substrate prepared by drop
casting and reported in the same figure. The similar shape confirms the active role
of the PbS NCs in the photocurrent generation. The imperfect matching of the two
spectra could be ascribed to the thickness difference (drop casted vs spin coated
films).25 The photocurrent at 532 nm is 5 times higher than at the first excitonic
absorption peak of PbS, giving rise to a responsivity of 320 mAW-1 at 1200 nm
which is still about 100 times higher than reported for the best hybrid infrared
detectors.16

Figure 2.3 Optical density (black line) of PbS NCs and photocurrent spectrum (red line) of

PbS/PCBM thin film. The photocurrent spectrum is measured at a bias of 25V.

An important feature of photoconductive detectors is the power dependence of
the photocurrent. A strong decrease in the responsivity upon power increase has
been observed in pure NC PDs13,14. In contrast, our PbS/fullerene PDs are
characterized by an almost linear response of the photocurrent in respect to the
illumination power, from the nW to the µW range and both, in the visible and in
the near-infrared (Figure 2.4 (a) and inset). The linear response over several orders
of magnitude is an important characteristic that makes these PDs appealing for
several practical applications. The dynamic response of the blend PD is reported in
Figure 2.4 (b); only 75% of the current disappears almost instantaneously when the
light is switched off, while the rest of the current needs over 2 seconds to
disappear. This is an indication for carrier trapping, taking place probably at the
surface of the colloidal NCs. Long living carrier trapping in the PCBM is ruled out
because of the faster response observed in the pure PCBM reference sample
(Figure 2.4 (c)). Furthermore, transport measurements on pure PCBM films
revealed a trap-free electron transport26.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4 (a) Power dependence of the photocurrent at 1140 nm illumination. Inset: Power
dependence of the photocurrent at 15V bias under 532 nm illumination. (b) Time behavior
of the photocurrent of PCBM and PbS/PCBM thin films before and after switching off the
illumination.

The figure of merit for PDs is the specific detectivity defined as D*=
(A∆f)1/2Rλ/In , where A is the area of the photosensitive region, ∆f is the noise
bandwidth, Rλ is the responsivity and In is the noise current. In our PD we have
measured a noise current of ~ 0.28 pAHz-1/2 at 6 Hz, while with increasing
frequency we found a continuous decrease till the limit of our setup was reached at
120 Hz. With the noise current measured at 6 Hz and the responsivity as given
above a detectivity D* of ~2.5×1010 Jones is obtained at 1200 nm. The noiseequivalent power (NEP) amounts to ~0.9 pWHz-1/2. These achieved values are
close to the ones of the best commercial infrared detectors operating at room
temperature.

2.2.3 Optical characterization
Optical density and photoluminescence of PbS NCs and PCBM molecules
The optical density (OD) and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of NCs and
PCBM are reported in Figure 2.5. The OD of the NCs covers the whole visible
range down to the near-infrared region with a first excitonic peak ~ 1250 nm.
PCBM has negligible absorption above 600 nm, therefore all excitations are
performed above the absorption edge of PCBM during the latter time-resolved
studies. The NCs show a narrow emission at ~ 1375 nm, while PCBM has a very
weak emission ~700 nm which cannot be observed with the actual scaling.
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Figure 2.5 Optical density and PL spectra of PbS NCs and PCBM molecules

Time-resolved photoluminescence of PbS/PCBM active layer
The physical mechanism enabling such elevate performance of oleic acid
capped NC based PDs is clarified by time-resolved optical spectroscopy,
performed on drop cast films prepared on glass slides. Figure 2.6 (a) compares the
photoluminescence (PL) decay of the PbS NCs and the PbS/PCBM blend thin films
excited at 800 nm where only the inorganic components absorb. The PL of the NCs
decays exponentially with a time constant of ∼10 ns, while the PL of the blended
thin film is quenched, showing a bi-exponential behavior with a fast component of
~70 ps and a slower component of ~580 ps. The much faster decay time of the PbS
emission can be attributed to an efficient charge transfer from the NCs to the
PCBM molecules. The exciton formed by photoexcitation of the NCs can be
separated due to the high dielectric constant of the NCs27 (ε~ 17) and the higher
electron affinity of the fullerene derivative.
An important experimental tool to separately identify the dynamics of electrons
and holes is the comparison between time-resolved PL and transient absorption in
pump-probe measurements. Figure 2.6 (b) shows that the decay of the PL is faster
than the one of the transient absorption. While PL is a physical quantity depending
on the product of hole and electron populations, bleaching (increase of the
transmission) of the probe absorption induced by an ultrafast pump pulse depends
on the sum of the hole and electron populations weighted by their relative
contributions. One can therefore describe the pump-probe signal as the sum of a
decaying component (due to the carriers that are being transferred outside the NCs)
and a constant component (due to the oppositely charged carriers remaining inside
the crystals) that are approximately equal in magnitude. The photophysical
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experiments provide therefore evidence for charge transfer (as opposed to energy
transfer) at the hybrid NC/fullerene interface.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6 (a) PL decay of the PbS NCs and the PbS/PCBM blend thin film. The PL is excited at 800
nm. The decays are measured in the maximum of the PL spectrum at ~ 1350 nm. (b) Pump-probe
measurements on the PbS/PCBM blend versus PL decay of PbS/PCBM blend. The pump is at 784 nm
and the probe at 1280 nm.

2.2.4 Energy level alignment between PbS and PCBM
The comparison of the relative energy levels of the conduction and valence
band of the NCs and the HOMO-LUMO levels of PCBM also suggests electron
transfer between the two materials. An estimation of the energy levels for PbS NCs
from ref. 28 gives the lowest unoccupied NC state at ~ 4.0 eV28 below the vacuum
level and the highest occupied NC state at ~ 5.0 eV. Comparison with the LUMO
and HOMO level of PCBM, estimated to be ~ 4.2 eV and ~ 6.0 eV below the
vacuum level29, indicates the possibility for electron transfer from NCs to the
fullerene derivatives.
To determine the charge carrier type dominating the transport in the PD
devices, we have investigated the hybrid blend films in field-effect transistor
configuration. The output characteristics of the field-effect transistors having as
active layer a thin film blend of PbS NCs and PCBM are reported in Figure 2.7.
The drain current shows a positive sign for positive drain source voltages (VDS) and
a saturation behavior, whereas for negative VDS the current reverses its sign and
diverges. This is the characteristic behavior for thin film transistors with unipolar
electron transport30. Furthermore, the devices show strong gate dependence and
electron mobility values up to 3.0×10-4 cm2V-1s-1 as extracted from the linear
regime of the transfer characteristics. This mobility value is ascribed to the PCBM,
because transistors using oleic acid capped PbS NCs as active layer do not operate
due to the insulating nature of oleic acid.
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Figure 2.7 Output characteristics of a field-effect transistor having as active layer

PbS/PCBM blend under illumination of 6 mW/cm2 of 532 nm.

2.3 Conclusions
In summary, we introduce a solution-processable hybrid organic-inorganic
blend of fullerene derivative and PbS NCs as active medium for PDs. We highlight
that the active layer composed of PbS NCs and PCBM exploits photoinduced
ultrafast charge transfer from the NCs fully covered by bulky oleic acid ligands to
the fullerene (Figure 2.8), demonstrating a new approach towards efficient PDs
with respect to the ligand manipulation.

Figure 2.8 Schematic of photoinduced charge transfer from PbS NCs to PCBM molecules
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Field-effect transistor measurements evidenced that the electrons are the
mobile carriers in our PDs, while the holes are trapped in the NCs. In this
configuration photoconductive gain as well as a linear power dependence of the
photocurrent is obtained. Moreover, the detectivity of these solution-processable
devices compares to that of commercial PDs sensitive in the near infrared, making
them appealing cost effective alternative to the actual technology.

2.4 Experimental
Oleic-acid-capped PbS crystals were synthesized similarly to the preparation
reported in ref. 31.31 The fullerene derivative [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) were obtained by Solenne Bv. For electrical measurements the active
layer was spin-coated from chlorobenzene onto substrates composed by a heavily
doped p-type Si (that served as the gate electrode for field-effect transistor
measurements) with 200 nm of thermally grown SiO2, used as the dielectric layer
with a capacitance per unit area of 17 nFcm-2. The source and drain electrodes
consisted of 10 nm of Ti and 30 nm of Au.
Samples for optical characterization were drop-cast (thickness ~1600 nm
measured by a Veeco Dektak 6M profilometer) onto quartz substrates from the
same solution.
Cross section images were taken by a ZEISS 1540 XB cross beam electron
microscope. For this purpose first a Pt layer was deposited with the focused ion
beam. Than a trench was sputtered with 20 keV Ga ions and the secondary electron
images were taken with 5 kV acceleration voltage and an in-lens detector.
The morphology of the sample was determined by MultiMode atomic force
microscopy (AFM) NanoScope IV Scanning Probe Microscope Controller in
tapping mode.
Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements were perfomed exciting the
samples at 800 nm by a Ti:sapphire laser providing 150 fs pulses. The
photoluminescence emission was detected by a spectrometer coupled with a
Hamamatsu streak camera with a cathode sensitive in the near infrared spectral
range.
Differential transmission decays are obtained with a two color pump-probe set
up. The samples are excited with pulses from a regenerative amplifier (784 nm
wavelength, 150 fs duration, 1 kHz repetition) and are probed with infrared (∼1280
nm wavelength) pulses from a tunable parametric amplifier. The pump beam, 5
µW in average intensity, is focused to a ∼150 µm spot on the sample,
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corresponding to much less than one excitation per dot, in order to avoid nonlinear
processes shortening the exciton lifetime; the probe samples the inner half of the
spot, to ensure homogeneous excitation.
Electrical measurements were carried out in a home-built probe station under
high vacuum (10-6 mbar) with Keithley 4200 semiconductor analyzer at room
temperature. To prevent parasitic currents and to electronically isolate the silicon
substrate a sheet of mica was used between the silicon substrate of the devices and
the copper holder. The illumination of the samples was provided by a 532 nm
fiber-coupled laser allowing a homogeneous illumination of the sample with a
power of 6.0 mW/cm2. The photocurrent was measured with a lock-in amplifier
illuminating the sample with a halogen lamp through an Acton monochromator
(Spectra Pro 2150i).
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Chapter 3
Surface modification of
semiconductor nanocrystals

Abstract
In this chapter we report on successful binding of a fullerene derivative, namely
3,4-dihexyloxyphenyl-C61-butyric-acid (dPCBA) to the surface of PbS and CdSe
nanocrystals (NCs). This molecule is an excellent candidate to serve as
electroactive ligand for NCs and form novel complexes, which could be very
promising building blocks for optoelectronic devices. The surface modification was
followed by steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) experiments.
The dramatic PL quenching in the case of both NCs indicates photoinduced charge
transfer from NCs to dPCBA molecules as a result of effective coordination of
dPCBA to the NC surface. The electrically active nature of the new complexes is
proven by current-voltage measurements on thin films of the NC-dPCBA
complexes.∗

∗

K. Szendrei, D. Jarzab, M. Yarema, M. Sytnyk, S. Pichler, J.C. Hummelen, W. Heiss, M. A. Loi,
Journal of Materials Chemistry, 2010, 20, 8470

Charge extraction from colloidal inorganic nanocrystals

3.1 Introduction
Colloidal inorganic nanocrystals (NCs) have recently received increasing
attention due to their unique photophysical properties,1 resulting in promising
applications in biological labeling2-4, light-emitting diodes5,6 and photovoltaic
devices7-10. For most of these applications the key issue is to be able to control the
surface chemistry of the NCs, since a ligand shell is needed to prevent aggregation.
NCs are generally stabilized with commercially available ligands such as
carboxylic acids, amines, phosphines, phosphine oxides and alkyl thiols, which are
all electrical insulators. It has been shown that integrating semiconducting NCs
with insulating ligands into polymer-based photovoltaic cells could lead to good
performance by partially removing the ligands from the NCs during film
processing. However, controlling the appropriate morphology and dispersion of the
NCs within the polymer matrix remains challenging7. Therefore, the integration of
NCs into optoelectronic devices requires direct surface modification of the NCs.
Via surface design, many crucial features of the NCs can be tuned, such as
solubility, reactivity, processability and most importantly electronic properties with
direct effects on the conduction and optical activity.
Several strategies, starting from the simplest ligand exchange11,12 to attachment
of end-functionalized polymers13-15 and small molecules16-21, as well as layer-bylayer assemblies22 have been explored so far. The most interesting attempts are
based on binding of organic electronically active ligands to the NCs’ surface to
form hybrid complexes. Milliron et al. have designed an electrically active
oligothiophene ligand and succeeded to attach it to CdSe NCs17. Here changes in
the fluorescence quantum yield revealed photoexcited hole transfer from the CdSe
NCs to the oligothiophenes. Few examples of attached 16,18,19 or adsorbed23
fullerenes (C60, C70) on the NCs’ surface are also reported. To bind fullerenes to the
NCs’ surface, fullerene derivatives have to be designed with proper endfunctionalization, which has high affinity for the NCs surface. In the most
promising cases C60 molecules were used to create C60-CdSe and C60-PbSe
conjugates. However, the major drawbacks of conjugating C60 to NCs are the very
low solubility of C60 and the need of attaching a long dithiocarbamate
functionalized co-ligand to C6018,19. The photo-electrochemical properties of C60NC conjugates revealed enhanced photocurrent suggesting photoinduced electron
transport from NCs to the conjugated C60, but without deeper insights in the optical
properties of NC-C60 conjugates.
In the current work, we report on successful binding of a fullerene derivative,
namely 3,4-dihexyloxyphenyl-C61-butyric-acid (dPCBA)24 to PbS and CdSe NCs.
This molecule is an excellent candidate to serve as electroactive ligand, having
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carboxylic acid as functional end-group which has a high affinity to the NCs’
surface. In addition, dPCBA (Figure 3.1) is a semiconductor with similar structure
and properties to its famous sibling PCBM (phenyl-C61-butyric-acid-methyl-ester),
which is widely used as electron acceptor in bulk heterojunction photovoltaic
devices25. To the best of our knowledge, attachment of such C60 derivatives to NCs
without co-ligands has not yet been reported.

3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Optical characterization of dPCBA-NC complexes
An idealized sketch of the NC surface modification is shown in Figure 3.1. The
as-prepared PbS and CdSe NCs are stabilized by oleate (o-PbS) and oleylamine (oCdSe), respectively. These compounds are two of the most often used coordinating
ligands for colloidal NCs.

Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of the surface modification of NCs using dPCBA molecules

The simple ligand exchange reaction is carried out by adding various amounts
of dPCBA molecules to PbS and CdSe NC solutions. The optical density (OD)
spectra of the as-prepared PbS and CdSe NCs, as well as of the ligand-modified
NCs are presented in Figure 3.2. The inset (Figure 3.2 (b)) shows the optical
density of dPCBA which is very similar to previously reported data for PCBM26-28.
As a result of the ligand exchange, the first excitonic peak of PbS NCs, which is
located ~930 nm, is blue-shifted by about 40 nm, as well as the first excitonic peak
of CdSe NCs (~528 nm) by about 10 nm. Similar shifts have been reported to be
evidence of successful surface modification29. We followed the ligand exchange
phenomenon by steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL)
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experiments, since the PL quenching can serve as good indicator for NC-ligand
interaction17.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2 Room-temperature OD of a) dPCBA-PbS NCs and b) d-PCBA-CdSe NCs compared to the
OD of dPCBA and o-PbS NCs or o-CdSe NCs, respectively. Inset shows the OD spectra of dPCBA
molecules

A series of dPCBA concentrations were equilibrated with a certain fixed
concentration of as-synthesized PbS and CdSe NCs. Figure 3.3 a) shows the
steady-state PL of PbS NCs, which is dramatically quenched with an increasing
concentration of dPCBA. An analogous effect was observed for CdSe NCs (Figure
3.3 b)), where the steady-state PL of CdSe NCs is decreasing with increasing
dPCBA concentration. To picture the degree of PL quenching, the maximum
steady-state PL intensities of dPCBA-NCs are plotted for increasing concentrations
of dPCBA and compared to those of NCs:PCBM blends in Figure 3.3 c) and d).
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As a control experiment, PCBM was added to as-prepared PbS and CdSe NCs.
PCBM does not have free carboxylic acid moiety, therefore it is not expected to
cause a dramatic PL quenching of the NCs, since it is unable to coordinate to the
NCs’ surface. Indeed, when only 10% of dPCBA was equilibrated with NCs, the
PL quenching was already more pronounced than in the control sample composed
by 1:1 ratio of NCs:PCBM. In solution, PCBM molecules and NCs interact
weakly, therefore a higher concentration of PCBM is needed to cause PL
quenching. Conversely, when NCs and dPCBA molecules are in close proximity,
as is in the case of surface binding, the PL quenching is much more effective even
with a limited amount of dPCBA. The much stronger PL quenching in the case of
both NCs indicates the effective coordination of dPCBA to the NC surface. It is
important to underline that the quenching of the steady state PL in the case of the
CdSe crystals could be due to either energy transfer or charge carrier transfer from
the excited NCs to dPCBA.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3 Steady-state PL of a) oleate and dPCBA capped PbS NCs and the control sample
PbS:PCBM b) oleylamine and dPCBA capped CdSe NCs and the control sample CdSe:PCBM.
Steady-state PL maxima of c) oleate and dPCBA capped PbS NCs and the PbS:PCBM control sample
and d) oleylamine and dPCBA capped CdSe NCs and the CdSe:PCBM control sample in solution.
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Time-resolved PL is an elegant experimental tool to provide more information
about the efficiency of the PL quenching. Figure 3.4 a) and b) show the PL decays
of PbS and CdSe NCs with increasing dPCBA concentration, respectively. In both
cases, the PL decay times are much faster when only 10% of dPCBA is added to
NCs solutions compared to the control NCs:PCBM solution.
The PL of the pristine o-PbS decays mono-exponentially with a time constant
of ~1.9 µs, while the PL of PbS with 10% dPCBA shows a bi-exponential behavior
with a faster component of ~40 ns and a slower component of ~430 ns. When
PCBM and the as-prepared PbS NCs were co-dissolved in equal amounts, the PL
of PbS was quenched as well, but much less compared to the case when 10%
dPCBA was used to exchange the original oleate ligand on the NCs. The PL of PbS
with equal amount of PCBM shows bi-exponential decays with a faster component
of ~130 ns and a slower component of ~1.2µs.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4 Time-resolved PL spectra of a) oleate and dPCBA capped PbS NCs and the PbS:PCBM
reference blend and b) oleylamine and dPCBA capped CdSe NCs and the CdSe:PCBM reference
blend in solutions, respectively. Inset shows the magnification of time-resolved PL of CdSe NCs after
surface modification with 3% of dPCBA molecules

The same effect was observed for o-CdSe NCs (Figure 3.4 b)). The PL of the
as-synthesized CdSe NCs shows a bi-exponential decay with a faster component of
~2.9 ns and a slower component of ~25.7 ns. After surface modification, the PL
decay of CdSe NCs - using 3% of dPCBA - is much faster, showing a monoexponential decay with time constant of ~4.6 ps (inset Figure 3.4 b)). Also in this
case, the PL quenching is much more efficient than when o-CdSe and PCBM are
co-dissolved in equal amounts. Note that it is not possible to measure the PL decay
of the NCs above a certain dPCBA concentration (10% for PbS and 3% for CdSe
NCs), since the signal is below the instrument sensitivity. Still, we presume from
the steady-state PL measurements that using higher concentrations of dPCBA
would further speed up the process due to the more efficient ligand exchange.
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3.2.2 Electrical properties of dPCBA-NC complexes
To prove the electrically active nature of the new complexes, current-voltage
(IV) measurements on thin films of the NC-dPCBA complexes were performed in
dark and under illumination. Figure 3.5 a) and b) show that the current under
illumination is ~3.5 orders of magnitude higher than the dark current in both cases,
giving further evidence that photoexcited charge transfer occurs from the
semiconductor NCs to the dPCBA molecules. These results are in agreement with
previous reports based on electron transfer in NCs/C6030 and in NCs/PCBM31
blends. Moreover, our devices exhibit surprisingly low dark currents, which could
be an advantage for PD and photovoltaic applications.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5 Current-voltage characteristics of the thin films formed by a) dPCBA-PbS NCs and b)
dPCBA-CdSe NCs
Energy (ev)
-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

PbS

dPCBA

CdSe

Figure 3.6 The proposed energy level alignment for NC-dPCBA complexes.
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The comparison of the relative energy levels of the conduction and valence
bands of the NCs and the HOMO-LUMO (highest occupied-lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital, respectively) levels of dPCBA provides more information to
understand the quenching mechanism. Figure 3.6 show the proposed energy level
alignment for both NC-dPCBA complexes. The estimation of conduction and
valence bands of the NCs is based on literature data32,33. The value of the energy
levels of dPCBA originates from cyclic voltammetry measurements, where the half
way potential (E1/2) of dPCBA is ~0.12 eV below C60, supposing the same shift for
the HOMO level of dPCBA24. The energy level alignment between NCs and
dPCBA molecules supports the idea of the efficient photoinduced electron and
energy transfer from PbS and CdSe to dPCBA molecules, respectively.
Consequently, the NCs with the new electroactive ligands have great potential for
the fabrication of NC-organic optoelectronic devices. In the case of PbS NCs,
energy transfer can be eliminated as the mechanism of PL quenching, since the
HOMO of dPCBA lies deeper than the valence band of PbS NCs, with respect to
the vacuum level.

3.3 Conclusions
In summary, we have introduced a new surface modification of NCs using
electroactive organic C60 derivatives. The successful ligand exchange reaction was
evidenced by UV-Vis, PL and time-resolved PL measurements indicating
photoinduced charge transfer from NCs to dPCBA molecules. Current-voltage
characteristics of NC-dPCBA complexes showed enhanced photocurrents due to
photoinduced charge carrier transfer and lowering of the potential barrier between
NCs, which indicates that NC-dPCBA complexes are promising building blocks
for solar cell fabrication.

3.4 Experimental
Synthesis of NCs. PbS NCs with size of ~3 nm were synthesized by hot
injection method34. CdSe NCs with average size of ~5 nm were synthesized by
Sytnyk et al.34
dPCBA molecules were synthesized according to ref. 23 and were dissolved in
chlorobenzene at concentrations of ~30 mgmL-1 for ligand exchange. The solution
of dPCBA was sonicated at 70ºC for 30 min.
Surface functionalization of NCs. The oleate-capped PbS and oleylaminecapped CdSe NCs were precipitated from the crude solution by adding a polar
solvent mixture of hexane and ethanol (1:2). After precipitation, the NCs were
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centrifuged and redissolved in chlorobenzene to form stable colloidal solutions.
Coordination of dPCBA molecules was performed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox by
simple addition of various amounts of dPCBA to the NCs solutions. dPCBA was
systematically added to the PbS or CdSe NCs solution. In detail, 0.1% means
1:1000, while 100% means 1:1 weight ratio of dPCBA:PbS and the same strategy
applies for CdSe NCs and NCs with PCBM (Solenne) as reference samples. The
ligand exchange reaction was equilibrated within approximately 15-20 min after
dPCBA addition.
Optical and electrical characterization. Optical density spectra of NCs, NCdPCBA and dPCBA were taken with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 spectrometer.
Steady-state and time-resolved PL measurements were performed by photoexciting
the NCs with a 150 fs pulse Kerr mode locked Ti-Sapphire laser (Coherent, Mira
900), using an optical pulse selector (APE, Pulse Select) to vary the repetition
frequency of the exciting pulse train between 80 MHz and 130 kHz. Samples
containing PbS were photoexcited at 770 nm and the spectra were detected at 1020
nm, while samples containing CdSe were photoexcited at 387 nm and PL signal
was detected at 560 nm.
The steady-state PL was measured in the near-infrared with an InGaAs detector
from Andor and in the visible with a Si-CCD from Hamamatsu. The time-resolved
PL was recorded by two Hamamatsu streak cameras working in synchroscan and
single sweep mode, one with a photocathode sensitive in the visible and the other
in the near-infrared spectral range. All of the measurements were performed at
room temperature. For electrical characterization, NC-dPCBA solutions were spin
cast (500rpm/s) onto interdigitated gold electrodes with 5 µm spacing. The
measurements were carried out in a home-built probe station under high vacuum
(10-6 mbar) with Keithley 4200 semiconductor analyzer at room temperature. The
illumination of the samples was provided by a 532 nm fiber-coupled laser with a
power of 11 mW cm-2.
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Chapter 4
Solar cells based on PbS
nanocrystals

Abstract
The development of solar cells incorporating PbX nanocrystals (NCs) has been in
the focus of NC photovoltaics in the last couple of years. The main motivation to
use PbX NCs is to extend the absorption of the solar radiation in the near-infrared
region as well. In this chapter, the fabrication of efficient PbS solar cells, showing
power conversion efficiencies approaching 4% and fill factors of 60% under
AM1.5 illumination is presented. The effect of the size of the NCs on the
performance and key parameters of the devices are discussed together with
peculiar features of the device functioning. The results prove that the devices are
not under space charge limitation and the performance is influenced by charge
trapping which depends on the size of the NCs.∗

∗

K. Szendrei, W. Gomulya, M. Yarema, W. Heiss, M. A. Loi, Applied Physics Letters, 2010, 97,
203501

Charge extraction from colloidal inorganic nanocrystals

4.1 Introduction
Photovoltaic devices1-3 and photodetectors4-6 based on solution-processable
colloidal inorganic nanocrystals (NCs) have recently received increasing attention
thanks to the unique optical and electrical properties7 of the NCs. Due to quantum
confinement, the effective band gap of the NCs can be fine-tuned by varying their
size. In the case of narrow band gap semiconductors such as PbS and PbSe the
tunability of the band gap allows to maximize the absorption of solar radiation in
the near-infrared region. Until now, the presence of the insulating molecular shell
around the NCs was considered to be the major drawback preventing their use in
electronics and optoelectronics. Recently, several methods8-13 have been developed
to replace long insulating molecules such as oleic acid (OA) by shorter and
conductive ligands which can reduce inter-particle spacing and increase the
electronic coupling between NCs. In most of these reports, ethanedithiol14,15 (EDT)
or benzenedithiol11,12,16 (BDT) are used as bidentate ligands to exchange the
original insulating ligands and crosslink the NCs after thin film deposition.
The post deposition ligand exchange method enabled the fabrication of more
conductive films and their utilization as active layer in optoelectronic devices such
as solar cells. The active layer of these solar cells is generally fabricated by
sequential layer by layer (LBL) deposition such as dipping14,17 or spin coating11,16
of the NC and thiol solutions. Promising solar cells have been reported using
PbS,15,18 PbSe14 or PbSxSe1-x NCs19 as active layer, boosting power conversion
efficiencies (PCE) up to 3.6%.16 Solar cells based on junctions between PbX NCs
and other semiconductors have also been reported.11,20-23 In a recent report,22 the
figure of merit of different device architectures are compared and the major
limitations of NCs photovoltaic devices are identified as: i) low open-circuit
voltage (Voc), approximately equal to half of the band gap of the NCs and ii) low
fill factor (FF).
In this chapter, we report on the fabrication of efficient PbS solar cells,
showing PCE approaching 4% and FFs of 60%. Our results exceed the previously
reported literature record16 where a PCE of 3.6% and a FF of 51% were obtained
on a device active area of 2.9 mm2. The effect of the NCs` size on the performance
and key parameters of the devices are discussed together with peculiar features of
the device functioning.
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4.2 Results and discussion
4.2.1 Device preparation and characterization
The device active layer is fabricated by LBL deposition of PbS NCs treated
with 1,4-BDT in each iteration to replace the OA, being present on the NCs
surface. The bidentate BDT coordinates its two thiol groups to the surface of
neighboring NCs, cross linking them to each other, as is schematically illustrated in
Figure 4.1 (b).

(a)

(b)

(c)
1.0 mm

10 nm

0.5

5 nm

0 nm

0

0.5

0
1.0 mm

Figure 4.1 (a) FTIR spectroscopy characterization of PbS thin films before and after BDT treatment.
(b) Schematic of PbS NCs cross-linked with BDT. (c) AFM topography image of BDT treated PbS
thin films.

Possible reaction mechanisms17 for the exchange of OA with BDT on the
surface of the PbS NCs are depicted in Figure 4.2. The first reaction mechanism is
based on the nucleophilic attack of OA by BDT followed by Pb-S bond formation
and desorption of OA. The second possible route is the dissociative adsorption of
BDT on the NC surface which results in adsorbed HS(C6H4)S- and H again
followed by the desorption of OA. In any case, the inter-particle distance
decreases, as it is confirmed by TEM measurements (Figure 4.3).
The TEM images show that replacing the OA ligands by BDT molecules
reduces the inter-particle spacing, which can be explained by the interpenetration
of thiol end groups and cross-linking of the neighboring NCs. The separation
between the surfaces of adjacent NCs can be estimated to be ~ 2 nm with OA
passivation and ~ 0.5 nm after BDT treatment, which is in close agreement with
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literature data.12 The cross-linking reaction results in the formation of cracks and
pinholes in the active layer due to a loss of volume.24 The LBL technique allows
fabricating the device active layer without the presence of these defects.
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Figure 4.2 Possible reaction mechanisms for the exchange of OA by BDT on the PbS NCs` surface

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 TEM images of PbS NCs a) before and b) after ligand exchange

The active layer is sandwiched between two electrodes, indium tin oxide (ITO)
serving as the anode, while the cathode is formed by LiF/Al (Figure 4.4). The
ligand exchange in the PbS thin film was followed by Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR). The FTIR spectra reported in Figure 4.1(a) confirm that the
original insulating oleic acid ligands are replaced by the much shorter BDT in
agreement with a previous report.12 The characteristic vibrations of oleic acid (top
part Figure 4.1 (a)) such as the strong symmetrical and asymmetrical –(COO)–
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vibrations at ~1400 and 1550 cm-1 and the –(C–H)– vibrations at ~ 2856 and
2925 cm-1 are strongly reduced in the BDT treated film (bottom Figure 4.1 (a)). In
contrast, the typical vibrations of BDT such as –(C=C)– at ~ 1465 cm-1, p-benzene
at ~ 805 cm-1 and the –(C–S)– stretch peaks at ~ 660 cm-1 appeared. The peaks at ~
1093 cm-1 in the FTIR spectra of the BDT treated NCs layer is attributed to the Si
substrate, being here more evident because of the smaller film thickness respect to
the OA-NCs film. Moreover, the BDT treated sample shows a feature at 487 cm-1
which can be attributed to the formation of –(S–S)– bonds. The topography of the
layers formed by the NCs cross-linked with BDT is shown in Figure 4.1 (c). The
surface of the active layer appears to be quite smooth with a RMS roughness of
1.7 nm.

Figure 4.4 Device structure of PbS solar cells

The current density-voltage (J -V) characteristics of the best performing BDT
treated PbS solar cells are shown in Figure 4.5 (a). The devices were fabricated
using 2 different sizes of PbS NCs with diameters of 3.5 (band gap of 1.3 eV) and
4.3 nm (band gap of 1.1 eV), resulting in PCEs of 3.48% and 3.93%, respectively.
The inset of Figure 4.5 (a) shows the current density-voltage characteristics of both
devices plotted on logarithmic scale. The PbS solar cells made with the smaller
NCs exhibit higher Voc (0.55 V instead of 0.46 V) due to the larger band gap. On
the contrary, the Jsc of the device fabricated with the 4.3 nm PbS NCs is much
larger. This higher short circuit current could be due to the reduced band gap,
resulting in more extended absorption, as shown by the IPCE measurements in
Figure 4.5 (b), or by the reduced amount of trapping sites at the interface in the
films composed of bigger NCs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5 (a) J-V characteristics of PbS solar cells composed of 2 different types of NCs. Inset: J-V
curves on a logarithmic scale in dark and under illumination. (b) IPCE spectra of PbS solar cells.

For both NCs the external quantum efficiency shows a maximum of ~ 60% in the
visible region and ~20% in the infrared region, where the peaks correspond to the
excitonic peak of the PbS NCs. The calculated Jsc of the devices from the IPCE
data under 100 mW/cm2 of AM 1.5G solar irradiation were 113.6 A/m2 in the case
of smaller NCs and 144.5 A/m2 for the NCs with a band gap of 1.1 eV. These
values show good agreement with the measured short circuit current of 115.45 and
144.64 A/m2 (see Figure 4.5 (a)).
The devices fabricated using larger NCs show FF exceeding 60% (64% the
best FF achieved), while in the case of the smaller NCs the FF is as high as 56%.
This lower value of the FF could be a sign of slightly more efficient recombination
of the electron-hole pairs in the active layer. In both cases the measured FFs are the
highest reported in literature for this class of solar cells. Similar FFs were only
presented recently by Zhao et al., however for bilayer hybrid devices using PbS
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NCs and fullerene derivatives as active layers.25 The very high FF values of our
devices also suggests that the photocurrent is not space charge limited, since spacecharge limited solar cells are not expected to reach FFs higher than 42%.
Intensity dependence of photocurrent
To further prove that our devices are not space-charge limited, we apply a
simple physical model developed by Goodman and Rose for photoconductive
layers.26 Therefore, the variation of the Jsc (photocurrent at 0V) with the light
intensity is plotted in double logarithmic scale in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Light intensity dependence of the short-circuit current (Jsc)

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.7 Light intensity dependence of the photocurrent at different voltages for NCs with bandgap
of (a) 1.1 eV and (b) 1.3 eV

Furthermore, the photocurrents at different voltages for both devices are shown
in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). The slopes (S) of all curves were determined from the
linear fit to the experimental data, varying from 0.94 to 1. This confirms that the
photocurrent is not space-charge limited, but is only determined by the generation
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rate of photoexcitations upon illumination. It has been shown that for a spacecharge limited device the photocurrent shows a square root dependence on the
effective voltage and a slope S ~ 0.75 due to the formation of space-charge regions
or recombination-limited photocurrent.27
Figure 4.8 shows the photocurrent Jph = JL-JD, where JL and JD are the current
densities under illumination and in dark, respectively, as a function of the effective
voltage (V0-V). The effective voltage was obtained by subtracting the applied
voltage (V) from the compensation voltage (V0) which is defined as Jph = 0. In
Figure 4.8 only two regimes can be distinguished: i) small effective voltages (V0-V
< 0.1 V) where the drift and diffusion currents compete and vary linearly with the
voltage and ii) increasing effective voltages (V0-V > 0.1 V) when the Jph tends to
saturate. The 3rd regime where the Jph would be characterized by the square root of
the effective voltage does not appear, confirming once more that the devices are
not space charge limited. When space-charge effects do not play any role, and the
recombination is neglected, the photocurrent can be expressed by Jph = qGL where
q is the electric charge, G the generation rate of the photoexcitations and L the
device layer thickness.26 Using the maximum Jph values obtained from the
saturation regime of the plots, the generation rates Gmax were calculated to be
7*1027 m-3s-1 (for NCs of 1.1 eV) and 5.4*1027 m-3s-1 (for NCs of 1.3 eV). Clearly,
the devices composed by larger NCs absorb more light which leads to the
generation of more photoexcitations.

Figure 4.8 Photocurrent (Jph) of the PbS devices versus the effective applied voltage (V0-V).

Light intensity dependence of Voc
The device active layer can be treated as one intrinsic semiconducting material
with relatively low mobility,13,25 according to the metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
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model. To further understand the working mechanism and limiting factors of these
solar cells, the Voc of the two different NC devices were plotted versus the
logarithm of the light intensity in Figure 4.9. For trap-free solar cells, the slope (S)
of the Voc should follow S = (kT/q), where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature and q is the elementary charge.28,29 However, it has been demonstrated
that trap-assisted recombination could enhance the dependence of the Voc on the
light intensity.30 For our devices, the slopes were calculated from the linear fits,
resulting in S = 1.38(kT/q) for smaller NCs and S = 1.25(kT/q) for the bigger NCs,
indicating the presence of traps in the active layers. We suggest that the difference
between the 2 devices originates from the depth lowering of the traps and a
decrease of the amount of interfaces in the active layer when increasing the size of
the NCs. When the size of the NCs is increased, the bandgap of the NCs decreases,
reducing the relative position of trap levels. These results support the idea of a
recent report where the performance of PbSe devices are considered to improve by
changing the depth of trap states with NCs` band gap.31

Figure 4.9 Open-circuit voltage (Voc) versus the natural logarithmic of the light intensity of PbS solar
cells.

Thickness dependence of PbS solar cells
To find the optimal layer thickness for both of our PbS solar cells, devices with
layer thicknesses of ~80-190 nm were fabricated by the LBL method. From a light
harvesting point of view, increasing the active layer thickness of solar cells is
expected to improve the photocurrent due to increased absorption which would
result in enhanced device efficiency. The key parameters (Jsc, Voc, FF and η) of the
PbS solar cells are shown in Figure 4.10 as a function of the active layer thickness.
According to expectations, the Jsc of the both types of devices increases with the
active layer thickness due to the enhanced absorption. As can be seen, the devices
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fabricated with larger NCs generate higher Jsc, which is due to the fact that the
absorption of larger NCs is red-shifted with respect to the absorption of smaller
NCs and therefore covers a broader absorption range of the solar spectrum. The Voc
stays approximately constant in both cases. However, corresponding to a larger
bandgap, the smaller crystals produce a higher Voc than the larger ones.
Surprisingly, the FF of both devices only slightly decreases over 140 nm and larger
NCs produce higher FFs. The larger FF of larger NCs could be explained by the
presence of shallower traps due to the reduction of the bandgap, leading to less
recombination in comparison to smaller NCs. It has already been proven that the
devices are not space-charge limited, which would lead to a dramatic decrease of
the FF, therefore the small losses in the FF here can simply be attributed to more
charge recombination. In thicker devices, the charge carriers have to travel longer
distances to reach their respective electrodes, giving more opportunity for charges
to recombine.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10 Thickness dependence of the key parameters (a) Jsc, b) Voc, c) FF and d) η) of PbS solar
cells for two different NC sizes
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Stability of PbS solar cells
After fabrication, the devices were stored in a nitrogen-filled glove box and the
degradation of the devices was systematically followed in time. Figure 4.11 shows
the degradation of all characteristic parameters (such as efficiency, Jsc, Voc and FF)
of NC solar cells based on PbS with a bandgap of 1.1 eV. Notably, after 21 days of
storage in N2 the device efficiency decreased to ~ 80% of the original value.
Surprisingly, the Jsc of the devices remained constant and only the Voc and FF
started to decrease exponentially with time resulting in lower overall efficiencies.
The degradation can be attributed to oxidation (the samples were exposed to air
shortly for IPCE measurements) which could lead to the formation of lead-sulfite
(PbSO3) or lead-sulfate (PbSO4).18 PbSO3 and PbSO4 are known to introduce trap
states lying below the conduction band.32 These trap states can act as
recombination centers reducing the FF of the devices. Moreover, the cross-linking
BDT molecules can also contribute to the degradation processes since dithiols tend
to form disulfides in the presence of oxygen.33
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11 Stability of key parameters (a) Jsc, b) η, c) Voc and FF) of NC solar cells based on PbS
NCs with 1.1 eV band gap
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4.3 Conclusions
In summary, we fabricated efficient PbS solar cells, showing PCE approaching
4% and FFs of 60% under AM1.5 illumination. Our results exceed the previously
reported literature record where a PCE of 3.6% and a FF of 51% were obtained.
Moreover, the effect of 2 different NC sizes on the performance and key
parameters of the devices are discussed for the first time together with peculiar
features of the device functioning.
The successful ligand exchange is evidenced by Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR). Besides the standard characterization of the devices, a simple
physical model is used to get deeper insights into the working mechanism and
limiting factors of our solar cells. The results prove that the devices are not under
space charge limitation, since the photocurrent depends linearly on the light
intensity.
In addition, we show that the device performance is influenced by charge
trapping and the degree of this effect depends on the size of the NCs.
The reported results facilitate the understanding of the working mechanism of
PbS solar cells and demonstrate that a further improvement in the NC layer
fabrication (limiting the charge trapping) will lead to highly efficient solar cells.

4.4 Experimental
Prior to solar cell fabrication, ITO covered glass substrates were
cleaned with soap and deionised water, followed by ultrasonic treatment in acetone
and 2-isopropanol. Afterwards they were dried in an oven at 140°C for 10 minutes
in ambient conditions, followed by UV-ozone treatment for 20 minutes. The active
layer was prepared with a layer-by-layer sequential spin coating method using
5 mg/mL solutions of PbS, in chloroform and 0.02 M 1,4-BDT in acetonitrile. PbS
NCs were synthesized by hot injection method. To replace the insulating OA
ligands by 1,4-BDT, in each iteration PbS was spin coated at 4000 rpm for 1 min
followed by soaking of the PbS layer in the 1,4-BDT solution for 30 s and spincoating at 4000 rpm for 1 min to remove residual solution. These steps were
applied (approximately 25 times) until the desired thickness (~140 nm) was
achieved. Each iteration produces 6-7 nm of PbS film which allows to precisely
control the overall layer thickness. The devices with active area of 4 mm2 were
finished by thermal evaporation of 1 nm LiF/100 nm Al to form the cathode.
FTIR measurements were performed in vacuum with a Bruker IFS 66v/S
spectrometer equipped with a DTGS detector. All spectra were measured with a
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resolution of 4 cm−1 and are averages of 4800 scans. The spectrum of a clean
silicon wafer was used as a reference. Spectra were recorded and evaluated with
the software OPUS version 4.2 (Bruker).
AFM image of the PbS-BDT active layer was recorded with a MultiMode
AFM NanoScope IV Scanning Probe Microscope Controller functioning in tapping
mode.
Current-voltage characteristics were recorded using a Keithley 2400
SourceMeter in a nitrogen filled glove-box. Measurements were performed in the
dark and under illumination from a Steuernagel SolarConstant 1200 metal halide
lamp calibrated to 1 sun intensity and corrected for spectral mismatch with the
AM1.5G spectrum using a Si reference cell. The calculated mismatch factors for
PbS (1.1 eV) and PbS (1.3 eV) in this setup amounted to 1.17 and 1.22,
respectively. Contributions to the photocurrent from regions outside the
anode/cathode overlap area were eliminated using illumination masks with slightly
smaller apertures than the device area.
Incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra were measured
from 400 to 1400 nm using a custom-built setup comprising a 50 W quartz
tungsten halogen lamp (Newport Research Series) with a highly stable radiometric
power supply, 33 narrow band-pass interference filters (CVI laser), a transimpedance amplifier and a Stanford Research Systems SR830 lock-in amplifier.
The spectral response was measured relative to that of a calibrated Si (Newport
818-SL) and a Ge (Oriel 71653) photodiode. Layer thickness measurements were
done with a Veeco Dektak 6M profilometer.
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Chapter 5
Exploring the origin of the
temperature dependent
behavior of PbS solar cells

Abstract
This final chapter focuses on the temperature dependent behavior of PbS solar
cells. We seek to explain the peculiar temperature dependence of physical
parameters characterizing the PbS solar cells. Via low temperature absorption and
photoluminescence (PL) measurements, we will demonstrate that the optical
properties of PbS thin films before and after benzenedithiol (BDT) treatment
exhibit very distinct behavior. After BDT treatment both the absorption and PL of
the PbS NCs are shifted to lower energies, indicating the occurrence of wave
function overlap between adjacent NCs. The PL of the thin films composed of PbS
NCs surrounded by original oleic acid (OA) ligands shows red-shift and increase
of the signal with decreasing temperature. After BDT treatment, the PbS thin films
exhibit unusual properties, such as decrease of the PL signal and irregular shape
of the spectra, which could be attributed to the increased probability of
nonradiative recombination at lower temperatures.∗
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Charge extraction from colloidal inorganic nanocrystals

5.1 Introduction
The optical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) exhibit strong size
dependence (Figure 1.4) due to the quantum confinement of the electronic wave
functions. Therefore they are considered to be very promising candidates for
optoelectronic applications.1,2 In particular, PbX (X = S, Se) NCs have emerged as
solution processable building blocks for device active layers, since they can access
a greater portion of the near-infrared part of the solar spectrum, contrary to most of
the organic polymers.3,4 Besides the size, the shape of the NCs and the nature of the
stabilizer ligands can also have large effects on the optical properties and the
device performance.1,5-8
As it has been mentioned in the previous chapter, charge transport in surface
modified PbX NC thin films is not yet well understood. There are several studies
focusing on transport properties of surface modified PbX NC thin films used as
active layers in field-effect transistors (FET) and solar cells.4,9-12 The active layer is
generally prepared by spin-coating of PbX NCs (for more details see Chapter 4)
followed by the solid state ligand exchange using different short molecules such as
thiols and amines.13-18 As a result, the NCs form a disordered system of localized,
but coupled electronic states with site energies distributed in a Gaussian manner.11
Few theories have been developed to try to explain charge separation and charge
conduction in these NC-based devices. Choi et al. suggested that charge separation
most probably occurs via tunneling through a potential barrier without the aid of an
external bias of potential gradient.16 On the other hand, the free carrier transport
following the charge separation is still to be considered. However, FET
studies11,13,19 suggest that long range charge transport in NC solids occurs via a
series of incoherent tunneling transitions between adjacent NCs, namely by
nearest-neighbor hopping. This means that thousands of individual hops are
required for the free carriers to reach the electrodes. In contrast, Tang et al.20 and
Luther et al.4 reported on a different mechanism in PbX Schottky solar cells, where
the electron-hole pairs are separated by the built-in field followed by diffusion and
drift of electrons and holes to the corresponding electrodes under the influence of
the electric field. Due to uncertainties in the nature of the mechanism of the device
performance, further experimental and theoretical investigations are required for
deeper understanding. Low temperature studies on cross-linked PbX NC thin films
could provide extra important information to gain insight into the working
mechanisms.
The temperature dependent optical properties of NCs, stabilized by insulating
organic ligands, have been extensively investigated in thin films of NCs providing
necessary basics for device applications.21-27 In general, it has been shown that
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reduced temperature can produce characteristic changes in the absorption and PL
spectra, such as increasing the intensity of absorption and PL bands, reduction of
the full width half maximum (FWHM), changes in the number of bands and shifts
of the absorption and PL maxima. The increase in the intensity of the PL spectra
originates from the fact that at lower temperatures the number of electron-phonon
interactions is reduced, which leads to an increased probability of radiative
transitions. In PbS NC thin films, the shift of the spectral maxima can be explained
by considering the thermal expansion of the NCs`s bandgap (Eg). PbS has a
positive temperature coefficient (dEg/dT) which is unique among binary compound
semiconductors. The temperature dependence of the Eg originates from the change
of the lattice constant (the edge distance between Pb ions) and of the electronphonon interactions with temperature. This effect has already been shown in
several studies on PbS NC-based thin films.21,22,28
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there are no reports in literature on
the temperature dependent absorption, PL and J-V characteristics of postdeposition ligand exchanged PbS NCs thin films. Therefore, in this chapter we
introduce the temperature dependence study of electrical and optical properties of
PbS NCs thin films. These low temperature measurements provide a better
understanding of the device working mechanism and the physics of the crosslinked NC arrays.

5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1 Temperature dependence of J-V characteristics
As was mentioned in Chapter 4, PbS NC solar cells were fabricated by spin
coating PbS NCs (with a bandgap of 1.1 eV) stabilized by insulating oleic acid
(OA) ligands onto ITO patterned glass. The PbS NCs were treated by
benzenedithiol (BDT) to remove the insulating OA ligands and improve the charge
transport in the PbS NC layer. The devices were completed by evaporation of 1 nm
LiF and 100 nm Al on top of the active layer. To extract more information, the
temperature dependent J-V characteristics of surface modified PbS NC solar cells
were measured under AM 1.5 illumination and in dark (Figure 5.1 and inset).
Figure 5.1 shows the obtained J-V characteristics under illumination at various
temperatures. As can be seen, the overall effect of the temperature on the device
efficiency originates from the temperature dependence of Voc and Jsc. The net effect
is that Voc increases and Jsc decreases with decreasing temperature, while the FF
remains approximately constant. A similar effect can be observed for Si solar
cells29; however, the decrease of Jsc is much smaller, which is generally due to the
decreasing number of thermally generated carriers in the cell.
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Figure 5.1 J-V characteristics of PbS NC solar cells under illumination from 293K to 195K. Inset
shows the J-V characteristics on a logarithmic scale in dark.

In organic solar cells, losses in the FF also contribute to the decrease in the
device efficiency besides the decrease of Jsc, owing to the reduced carrier
mobilities at lower temperatures.30,31
The J-V characteristics of a Schottky solar cell under illumination can be
expressed as32

  qV  
J = J 0 exp
 − 1 − J ph
  nkT  

Eq. 5.1.

where J is the output current density, Jo is the reverse saturation current density, q
is the elementary charge, V is the voltage across the cell, n is the ideality factor, k is
the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and Jph is the generated photocurrent
density. At open circuit voltage (Voc) the output current density J=0, therefore
Eq.5.1. can be simplified and the Voc can be expressed as

Voc =

nkT  J ph 

ln
q
J
0



Eq.5.2.

The temperature affects J (Eq. 5.1.) directly by means of the exponential term and
indirectly via Jo. Clearly, a decrease in T increases the value of the exponent in
Eq.5.1., while a reduction of T results in lower values of Jo, which will be shown
later on (Figure 5.3 (b)). The net effect will be to increase Voc with decreasing
temperature. The reduction in Jsc of PbS NC solar cells with decreasing
temperature is much more pronounced than in Si solar cells. It seems that the
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number of generated carriers is drastically decreasing from 295K to 195K which
could be due to an increase of carrier trapping by surface defects.
In contrast, the FF of the PbS NC devices stays approximately constant, as can
be seen in Figure 5.2, where the FF is plotted together with the other characteristic
parameters against the temperature.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2 Temperature dependence of characteristic device parameters (Jsc, Voc, FF and efficiency).

In general, it can be concluded, that the device efficiency slightly increases
when the T is decreased from 293K to 255K, since the increase in Voc is larger than
the decrease in Jsc. However, below 255K the decrease in Jsc becomes dominating
and the efficiency starts to decrease (Figure 5.2 d)).
The temperature dependence of the Voc of the PbS solar cells can be
analytically modeled by using the extracted values of the J0 at different
temperatures. The values of the J0 cannot be directly measured, but they can be
determined from the temperature dependent J-V characteristics of the solar cells
measured in the dark (Figure 5.3 a)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3 a) Dark J-V characteristics of PbS NC solar cells and b) temperature dependence of the J0
modeled by using diffusion and thermionic emission theory.

By fitting the exponential part of the J-V characteristics to the Shockley diode
equation (Eq. 5.3.), the two fit parameters J0 and n can be determined32:

  qV  
J = J 0 exp
 − 1
  nkT  

Eq.5.3.

The obtained saturation current density J0 as a function of temperature is plotted in
Figure 5.3 b) and it can conventionally be modeled within two theories.
The first theory is the so-called thermionic emission theory. This theory
assumes that carriers with energy larger than the barrier height (φΒ) can only
contribute to the current flow and the shape of the barrier profile is neglected. The
current density can be expressed as32

 qφ 
 qV 
J = AT 2 exp − B  exp

 kT 
 kT 

Eq.5.4.

where A= 4πm∗k2/h3 is the Richardson constant and φΒ is the barrier height. In the
expression of the Richardson constant m∗ is the effective mass of the charge
carriers and h is the Planck constant.
The second theory is the so-called diffusion theory, where the driving force,
which is distributed over the whole length of the depletion layer, is the difference
in carrier concentration. Hence, the current is limited by diffusion (similarly to that
of a bulk semiconductor or a p-n junction), rather than the barrier height and is
given by32
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  qV  
J = qN V D exp
 − 1 /
  kT  

WD

 EV ( x ) 
dx
kT 

∫ exp
0

Eq.5.5.

where NV is the effective density of states in the valence band edge, D is the
diffusion coefficient, WD is the depletion width and EV is the valence band edge.
Assuming full depletion of our devices33 and a triangularly shaped barrier, Eq. 5.5
can be modified and the current density can be expressed as

J=

A TφB
  qV
exp
 qφ B    kT
exp
 −1
 kT 

 
 − 1
 

Eq.5.6.

where A=d2NVD/dk.We used Eq. 5.4. and Eq. 5.6. to predict the values of J0. The
thermionic emission model predicts two orders of magnitude lower Jo at lower
temperatures. Note that independently of the barrier height, the fit never agrees
with the experimental data, since the slope of Jo does not change. However, the
diffusion theory provides perfect agreement to the experimental data. These
observations are consistent with previous reports on Schottky barriers in Al/PbS
junctions34 and other low mobility semiconductors35. Moreover, the fitting process
of Jo allows the direct extraction of φΒ, and the diffusion coefficient (D), which can
be used to calculate theoretical values of mobilities (µ) at different temperatures
(Figure 5.4). The calculated value of the barrier height from Eq.5.6. is φ =0.545 eV,
which is in good agreement with previous experimental findings.36,37

Figure 5.4 Temperature dependence of the predicted mobility, obtained from the Einstein-relation.
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The theoretical mobility, which was calculated using the famous Einstein
relation (µ=D/kT), depends weakly on temperature, showing a slight increase with
decreasing temperature. This behavior is in contradiction with a hopping based
transport mechanism, since in that case the mobility should dramatically decrease
with temperature.19,38 However, if we consider that the active layer of our solar
cells consists of clusters with varying degrees of coupling, the mobility can
probably be explained as the superposition of band-like and hopping transport
mechanism.
This idea is supported by low temperature measurements on BDT treated PbS
NC thin films to be shown later in this chapter. However, it is still premature to
draw a certain conclusions regarding the charge transport process in PbS NC solar
cells due to contradictory reports and experimental data.
To evaluate the credibility of the obtained values for Jo, we used Eq. 5.2. to fit
the experimental values of the Voc at different temperatures. The measured and
calculated Voc at different temperatures are shown in Figure 5.5. Clearly, the
calculated Voc provides a very close match to the experimental data. Consequently,
the temperature dependence of Voc can be explained by the temperature dependence
of Jo. As Jo decreases with temperature, Voc starts to increase. Nevertheless, the
exact reason for the dramatic decrease of the Jsc at lower temperatures still remains
not fully explained.

Figure 5.5 Experimental temperature dependence of the Voc (○) in comparison with the calculated
Voc(□).
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5.2.2 Temperature dependence of optical properties
Temperature dependent optical density
The temperature dependence of the optical density (OD) of oleic acid stabilized
PbS NCs (o-PbS) has already been studied by other authors.21,22 A typical
experimental dataset of the temperature dependent OD of drop casted PbS NCs is
shown in Figure 5.6 (a).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6 Temperature dependent absorption spectra of (a) PbS NCs with oleic acid ligands (b) PbS
NCs cross-linked with BDT and (c) comparison of the absorption spectra before and after BDT
treatment.

As can be seen, the first excitonic peak of the PbS NCs is located at ~1100 nm at
293K. With decreasing temperature the OD spectra shows a red-shift and the
intensity of the first excitonic peak increases. At 5K the first excitonic peak is
situated at ~ 1130 nm. This red-shift of the OD spectra entails the temperature
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variation of the energy bandgap (Eg), namely that Eg decreases with decreasing
temperature.
The temperature dependence of the Eg can be explained by considering the
thermal expansion of the NCs bandgap with temperature. The measure of the
degree of this expansion is dEg/dT, which is called the temperature coefficient.39
This coefficient depends strongly on the NC`s size. It has been shown that for PbS
and PbSe NCs this coefficient decreases with decreasing NC size by more than an
order of magnitude compared to the bulk values and it even becomes negative
below diameters as small as 3 nm.21 However, for PbS NCs with diameters as large
as 7 nm, the coefficient was found to be very close to the bulk value. This shows
that by decreasing the size of the NC, the temperature dependence gets weaker as it
would be expected for atomic like levels.
The temperature coefficient at constant pressure (P) can be expressed as28

 ∂E g

 ∂T

 ∂E

 =  g
 P  ∂T


 α  ∂E
 −   g
V  β  ∂P



T

Eq. 5.7.

where α and β are the volume coefficient of the thermal expansion and the volume
compressibility, respectively. According to Eq. 5.7., the temperature dependence of
the Eg is determined by two terms. The first term ((∂Eg/∂T)V) originates from the
change of the electron-phonon interaction with temperature, while the second term
((α/β)(∂Eg/∂P)T) comes from the lattice constant variation with temperature. Using
experimental results for α and β, the temperature coefficient is positive since both
the ((∂Eg/∂T)V and [-(α/β )(∂Eg/∂P)T] are positive.28 Consequently, the increase of
the temperature leads to the increase of the bandgap.

Figure 5.7 Temperature dependence of the energy gap of o-PbS NCs.
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To obtain dEg/dT, Eg was estimated in units of eV from the OD spectra at
different temperatures and plotted in Figure 5.7. The value of dEg/dT was
determined from the linear fit and calculated to be 104 µeV/K; which means that
the bandgap of the NCs increases 104 µeV per 1K. This extracted value is very
close to the values reported in the literature.21
Figure 5.6 (b) shows the OD spectra of PbS NCs after cross-linking with BDT
molecules (PbS-BDT) at different temperatures. The first excitonic peak at 293K is
located at ~ 1170 nm and is red-shifted by ~15 nm at 5K. At this temperature the
oscillator strength of the excitonic transition increases due to the less electronphonon interaction. In addition, a broad band appears from ~ 1280 nm and
onwards, which can be attributed either to the wave function overlaps and/or to the
appearance of defect states as a result of the cross-linking process. Drude-type
absorption40 also could be the reason for the spectral broadening; this could
eventually be ruled out by measuring the optical density further down to the
infrared. Note, that this broadening cannot be observed on the IPCE spectra (Figure
4.5. (b)), indicating that the absorption from this region does not contribute to the
photocurrent. This agrees with the presence of defect states on the NCs` surface.
The broadening of the spectra above the first excitonic peak after EDT treatment
was illustrated in several studies, however, without any comment on the underlying
physical reason.4,20
The comparison at 293K and 5K between the OD of o-PbS and PbS-BDT is
illustrated in Figure 5.6 (c). At 293K, the first excitonic peak of PbS NCs remains,
but is red-shifted by 70 nm after BDT treatment (from 1100 nm to 1170 nm) and
by 55 nm at 5 K. Moreover, the peak is broadened and has decreased in intensity
with respect to the NCs stabilized by oleic acid ligands, which is again the result of
the surface modification. When PbS NCs are stabilized by oleic acid ligands, the
electron and hole wave functions are localized on the individual NCs, while after
BDT treatment the NCs are pulled closer together, and most probably the result is a
mixture where some of the wave functions remain localized, but some start to
couple, relaxing the quantum confinement.1 As a consequence, the excitons
become delocalized over several NCs. The additional red-shift of the OD of PbSBDT with decreasing temperature can be explained by the thermal expansion, as
has been demonstrated above.
The coupling between the energy levels of NCs can be characterized by the socalled coupling energy β ≈ hΓ, where h is the Planck constant and Γ is the
tunneling rate.1,41 The tunneling rate is in direct correlation with the separation
distance between individual NCs. If β is smaller than the thermal energy kT, the
coupling is very weak and the charge transport can only occur by sequential
tunneling between the NCs. However, if β is larger than kT, the NCs are strongly
coupled, the discrete wave functions start to overlap and above a transition point
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form molecular-like orbitals extended over several NCs.1 For optoelectronics, the
ultimate goal would be to design NCs with strong coupling but maintaining a
certain amount of optical confinement, which would result in bulk-like transport
properties.
Since the first excitonic peak is still present together with spectral broadening
on the OD spectra of PbS-BDT NC thin films, we propose that the device active
layer is indeed composed of inhomogenously coupled NCs and this leads to
complex charge transport mechanisms (including hopping/tunneling and band-like
transport).42
Temperature dependent steady state photoluminescence (PL)
Similarly to the absorption, the PL spectra of o-PbS NCs and PbS-BDT exhibit
a strong temperature dependence as well. The experimental dataset of the steadystate PL spectra of the o-PbS NCs thin films at different temperatures is presented
in Figure 5.8 (a).
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8 Steady-state (a), and normalized PL (b) spectra of o-PbS NCs.

The PL of o-PbS NCs at 293 K shows a maximum at 1242 nm and a red-shift to
1346 nm with decreasing temperature. In addition to the red-shift, the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the PL spectra decreases to 46 % of its original value.
(The PL maxima and FWHM values were determined from Gaussian fits of the PL
spectra at different temperatures.) Moreover, the PL intensity increases with
decreasing temperature by more than a factor of 4.
The red-shift can be explained by the thermal expansion discussed above. Due
to this phenomenon, the temperature decrease leads to the reduction of the energy
band gap. The decrease of the FWHM and the increase in the PL intensity with
decreasing temperature is due to the suppression of the phonon-coupled quenching
of the excitons. In detail, the probability of the electron-phonon scattering
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decreases due to the reduced number of lattice vibrations (phonons) at lower
temperatures. As a result, the magnitude of nonradiative losses is decreased and the
PL is enhanced. These considerations are in agreement with previous reports on
temperature dependence studies of NCs` PL.23,26
In contrast, after surface modification of o-PbS NCs with BDT molecules, the
PL of the NCs becomes more complex and shows peculiar properties. The PL of
PbS-BDT at 293K shifts to the red and the intensity of the PL is quenched with
respect to the PL of o-PbS NCs, as illustrated in Figure 5.9 (a). By decreasing the
temperature, additional red-shift occurs (Figure 5.9 (b)), similarly to the PL of oPbS NCs, which can also be explained by the thermal expansion phenomenon.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.9 (a) Steady-state PL spectra of the o-PbS NCs and PbS-BDT at 293K; (b) Red shift of the
normalized steady state PL of PbS-BDT with decreasing temperature; (c)-(d) Gaussian fits of the
steady state PL of PbS-BDT at different temperatures.
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However, instead of the PL enhancement, we observed PL quenching at lower
temperatures as well as the appearance of additional peaks on the higher
wavelength side of the excitonic emission. This indicates that at lower temperatures
nonradiative processes come into play through defect states, causing the loss of the
PL intensity and the appearance of extra peaks. It is unexpected to increase the PL
with increasing temperature, where the electron-phonon interactions become more
important. There are strikingly few reports discussing the temperature antiquenching of the PL. Wuister et al. investigated the temperature anti-quenching of
PL in CdSe and CdTe NCs and indicated that the surface passivation decreases
with temperature due to the phase transition of the capping ligands and
displacements of the surface atoms.43,44
The role of the coordinating ligands around the NCs concerns not only the
stabilization in solution and confinement of the charge carriers inside the NCs, but
also the passivation of the dangling lone electron pairs of the surface atoms (Pb and
S).The modification of the NCs` surface has a large effect on their optical
properties. It has been demonstrated that the spatial confinement is very sensitive
to surface-ligand interaction and subtle changes in the nature of the stabilizing
ligands can increase or decrease the PL quantum efficiency.7,45-47 Insufficient
passivation of the NCs` surface leads to the appearance of defect states, which can
create radiative and nonradiative pathways for recombination of the charge carriers
upon excitation.46-49 For instance, Pendyala and co-workers suggested that the Pb
dangling bonds form shallow donor states close to the conduction band edge, while
dangling bonds of S atoms can create acceptor states in the middle of the bandgap
of PbS NCs.50 Bryant and Jaskolski reported similar observations on passivated and
unpassivated CdS NCs.51 In addition, as was mentioned before, if the distance
between adjacent NCs decreases, the confinement of charge carriers relaxes which
could also cause a decrease of the PL. To sum up, due to relaxation of the quantum
confinement and the reduction of surface passivation the excitonic emission of the
NCs can be quenched and the spectral shape can be modified due to emerging
transitions, originating from new states located in the NCs`bandgap. Note, that the
main dip ~1380 nm (Figure 5.9) could be due to the absorption of water being
present in the optical path; however, the PL measurements were performed in
vacuum and the PbS-OA samples measured under the same conditions did not
show similar features.
Since the shape of the PL after surface modification is rather complicated, it is
difficult to draw conclusions without further analysis. To gain deeper insight into
our experimental results, the PL spectra of PbS-BDT at different temperatures were
fitted by using 4 Gaussian curves. The sum of the 4 Gaussians provides a good fit
to the experimental data as shown in Figure 5.9 (c) and (d). The parameters
extracted from the Gaussian analysis are illustrated in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 Temperature dependence of the (a) PL peak energy and (b) peak intensity as obtained
from the Gaussian fits (Figure 5.9 (c-d))

Figure 5.10 (a) shows the temperature dependence of the Gaussian peak
energy. Gaussian 1 (G1) is attributed to the excitonic emission while G2-4 can be
related to defect and impurity-associated transitions. It is interesting to note that G3
shows a similar trend to G1 with decreasing temperature, suggesting the intrinsic
origin of this state and/or a strict correlation with the excitonic peak. However, the
presence of this state is not evidenced in the o-PbS samples which could be due to
the fact that the emission intensity of o-PbS is much stronger than the one of PbSBDT, covering the emission from this intrinsic defect related state. In contrary, G2
and G4 do not show any shift in peak position by decreasing the temperature.
These emissions can be attributed to surface defects introduced by the surface
modification.
Figure 5.10 (b) illustrates how the PL intensity of the 4 Gaussians changes with
temperature. As can be seen, G4 does not change in intensity, while G1-3 are all
quenched by decreasing the temperature. The quenching mechanism appears to be
mediated by defect states, but further investigations are required to reveal the
underlying processes. However, we can safely conclude that due to the presence of
surface defects, new radiative and nonradiative pathways compete with the
excitonic emission. The overall effect is to decrease the total PL while the ratio
between the relative intensity of the excitonic PL and the defect related emissions
(G3 and G4) decreases. The decrease of the excitonic emission with decreasing
temperature cannot be explained purely by the depopulation through defect states,
since in that case the relative intensity of the emission from the defect related states
should increase (see further on). In contrast, the emission from these states
decreases, therefore the opening of non-radiative pathways in combination with
defect-associated transitions could explain the experimental results. We propose a
PbS band diagram in Figure 5.11, illustrating all possible pathways for the radiative
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Figure 5.11 Schematic of the radiative and nonradiative pathways in PbS-BDT. CBE and VBE
symbolize the conduction and valence band edge, respectively. The red, green and blue lines
represent the defect states originating from impurity and Pb dangling bonds. The midgap states
created due to S dangling bonds are illustrated by black lines.

(straight black arrows) and nonradiative transitions (sinoidal black arrows). We
suggest that G2-4 originate from impurity and Pb dangling bond induced defect
states while S dangling bonds introduce midgap states serving as nonradiative
quenching centers.
Charge carrier losses through defect related states could also explain the
decrease of Jsc with decreasing temperature. Future time-resolved PL experiments
could provide more information to understand the quenching mechanisms in PbSBDT samples.
Temperature dependent time-resolved photoluminescence
The study of the PL dynamics can provide additional information on the
recombination of the photoinduced excitations. Figure 5.12 (a) and (b) illustrate the
PL decay at 293K before and after surface modification, respectively. The PL
decay of o-PbS NCs shows a mono-exponential decay with a time constant of ~ 35
ns, while after BDT treatment the PL decay becomes bi-exponential with a slower
component of ~ 2.5 ns and a faster component of ~ 203 ps. The reduction of the PL
lifetime strongly suggests the presence of nonradiative processes. The biexponential behavior and the shorter lifetime can be attributed to several
phenomena: i) a transfer of the excitation to the defect states, depopulating the
excitonic level; ii) the coexistence of regions with and without partial relaxation of
the quantum confinement. Unfortunately, due to the strong red-shift and the
decrease in intensity, we were not able to measure the decay time at lower
temperatures. To displace the low temperature photoluminescence from the edge of
the spectral response of our instrument we used NCs with diameters of ~ 3.4 nm.
However, even with these smaller NCs we were only able to measure the low
temperature PL decay of o-PbS NCs, since the signal from PbS-BDT was too weak
due to the large quenching.
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t1= 203 ps
t2= 2.5 ns

t= 35 ns

Figure 5.12 PL decay of (a) o-PbS and (b) PbS-BDT at 293K.

The decay of the PL of o-PbS NCs is reported in Figure 5.13. The dashed black
lines represent the exponential fits used to determine the decay time at different
temperatures. The PL decay is mono-exponential and it becomes slower with
decreasing temperature. The PL decay time is calculated to be ~0.6 µs at 293K
while at 5K the decay time is increased to 5.4 µs.

Figure 5.13 Temperature dependence of the PL decay of o-PbS NCs with diameter of ~ 3.4 nm and
PL maximum at ~ 1060 nm.

This temperature dependence of the decay time can be explained as mentioned
previously by the suppression of the phonon-coupled quenching of the excitons. By
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decreasing the temperature, the magnitude of the lattice vibration decreases,
resulting in reduced scattering.

5.3 Conclusions
We sought to explain the temperature dependence of PbS NC solar cells. We
have demonstrated that the overall effect of the temperature on the device
efficiency originates from the temperature dependence of Voc and Jsc. The net effect
is that the Voc increases and Jsc decreases with decreasing temperature, while the
FF remains approximately constant. The temperature dependence of the Voc of the
PbS solar cells was successfully modeled by using the extracted values of the J0 at
different temperatures. The thermionic emission model predicted two orders of
magnitude lower Jo at lower temperatures than the diffusion theory, which
provided perfect agreement to the experimental data.
The optical density (OD) of o-PbS films is red-shifted when the temperature is
reduced from 293K due to the temperature variation of the energy bandgap, namely
that Eg decreases with the temperature. The temperature dependence of the energy
gap can be explained by considering the thermal expansion of the NCs`bandgap
with temperature. After BDT treatment, the first excitonic peak is red-shifted with
respect to the absorption of o-PbS films and a broad band appears from ~ 1280 nm
and onwards, which can be attributed either to the wave function overlaps and/or to
the appearance of defect states as a result of the cross-linking process.
Since the first excitonic peak is still present together with spectral broadening
of the OD spectra of PbS-BDT NC thin films, we propose that the device active
layer is composed of inhomogenously coupled NCs, which could lead to complex
charge transport mechanisms including hopping/tunneling and band-like transport.
Similarly to the absorption, the PL spectra of o-PbS NCs and PbS-BDT exhibit
a strong temperature dependence as well. The PL of o-PbS NCs is red-shifted and
the FWHM of the PL spectra decreased to 46 % of its original value. In contrast,
the PL of PbS-BDT becomes more complex besides showing a red-shift. Instead of
the enhancement of the PL, the cross-linked NCs exhibit quenched PL at lower
temperatures and additional peaks appear on the higher wavelength side of the
excitonic emission. The quenching indicates the presence of nonradiative pathways
at lower temperatures which can be ascribed to defect states. This is supported by
an analysis of the PL spectra of the PbS-BDT at different temperatures, based on
fitting Gaussian curves to the experimental data. The analysis suggests the
appearance of intrinsic and surface related defect states which could serve as
radiative and nonradiative channels for recombination of the charge carriers.
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The comparison of the PL decay of o-PbS NCs and PbS-BDT also indicates the
presence of nonradiative processes. The shorter lifetime of the PL decay of PbSBDT films can be attributed to the transfer of the excitation from the excitonic
level to the defect states.

5.4 Experimental
For low temperature J-V measurements PbS NC solar cells were prepared as
mentioned in the experimental part of Chapter 4. Current-voltage characteristics
were recorded at different temperatures using a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter in a
nitrogen filled glove-box. The desired temperatures were obtained by cooling with
liquid nitrogen. Measurements were performed in the dark and under illumination
from a Steuernagel SolarConstant 1200 metal halide lamp calibrated to 1 sun
intensity and corrected for spectral mismatch with the AM1.5G spectrum using a Si
reference cell.
Low temperature optical density measurements were performed by using an
absorption setup consisting of a Tungsten lamp, a liquid helium cooled continuous
flow (He-flux) Oxford Optistat cryostat, a monochromator and an Andor InGaAs
photodiode array detector.
For low temperature steady state and time-resolved PL measurements, the
samples were prepared on quartz substrates and loaded into the same He-flux
cryostat. The samples were excited at ~380 nm by the second harmonic of a modelocked Ti:Sapphire laser delivering pulses of 150 fs. To vary the repetition
frequency of the exciting pulse an optical pulse selector was used. Time-resolved
traces were recorded with a Hamamatsu streak camera working in single sweep
mode. The steady-state PL spectra in the near-infrared were obtained with an
InGaAs detector from Andor. The PL spectra were corrected for the spectral
response of the setup.
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Summary
Currently, silicon and other highly crystalline semiconductors surmount
today`s information technology and photovoltaic industry. These semiconductors
are generally epitaxially grown or thermally evaporated on rigid substrates
resulting in high production costs. Therefore, a considerable amount of research
has been done on finding solution processable materials, since they could provide
compatibility with flexible substrates in combination with low temperature
processing and reduced manufacturing costs. There has been significant progress in
using solution processable organic semiconductors, since they could fulfill these
requirements. On the other hand, their application is mostly limited to wavelengths
shorter than 1µm due to the lack of infrared energy capture.
Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs), also called quantum dots, can overcome
this limitation. Thanks to the quantum confinement, their broad absorption and
narrow emission are tunable over a wide wavelength range from the ultraviolet to
the near-infrared depending on the size and chemical composition. The discovery
of NCs can be dated back to almost 30 years ago. Since then, NC synthesis
research has remarkably improved, allowing for precise control over the chemical
composition, size, shape and surface properties today. For most of the applications
the key issue is to control the surface chemistry of the NCs, since they are
generally synthesized with an organic molecular shell around them. The role of this
molecular shell is twofold: i) to provide good solubility and colloidal stability and
ii) to passivate surface dangling bonds to prevent nonradiative recombinations at
surface sites. The major drawback is that these molecules are electrical insulators.
Therefore modifying the surrounding medium of the NCs is unavoidable for
electronic applications. Several strategies have so far been presented to obtain
charge extraction from the NCs, including integrating semiconducting NCs with
insulating ligands into semiconducting polymer-based matrices and attachment of
electroactive end-functionalized polymers or small molecules.
In this thesis, we introduce some of the alternative routes to facilitate charge
extraction from PbS NCs and their application in hybrid photodetectors and
inorganic solar cells.
Efficient and stable photoconducting materials with sensitivity in a broad
spectral range are indispensible for both PD and solar cell applications.
Organic/inorganic hybrid systems composed of colloidal NCs and fullerene
derivatives are excellent candidates for both applications due to their improved
stability in ambient conditions, the possibility of an extremely broad and tunable
spectral response and cheap processing method. Chapter 2 focuses on the
fabrication and study of organic/inorganic PDs composed of [6,6]-phenyl-C61butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) and PbS NCs. The morphology of the active
layer is characterized by different microscopy techniques. Efficient photoinduced
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electron transfer from the NCs to the fullerenes is evidenced by time resolved
photoluminescence spectroscopy on thin films as a proof of the efficient NC
sensitization. The devices show a responsivity of up to 0.32 AW-1 and a detectivity
of 2.5*1010 Jones at 1200 nm, which is comparable to that of commercial PDs.
In chapter 3 we present an alternative way for surface modification of PbS and
CdSe NCs in solution. The chapter is devoted to investigate the successful binding
of a fullerene derivative, namely 3,4-dihexyloxyphenyl-C61-butyric-acid (dPCBA)
to PbS and CdSe nanocrystals. This molecule is an excellent candidate to serve as
electroactive ligand for NCs, since it has similar structure and properties to its
famous sibling PCBM (phenyl-C61-butyric-acid-methyl-ester), which is widely
used as electron acceptor in bulk heterojunction photovoltaic devices. Via ligand
design, the electronic properties can be tuned with direct effects on the conduction
and optical activity of the NC thin films. The surface modification phenomenon
was followed by steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL)
experiments, since the PL quenching can serve as good indicator for NC-ligand
interaction. The dramatic PL quenching in the case of both NCs indicates the
effective coordination of dPCBA to the NC surface. The electrically active nature
of the new complexes is proven by current-voltage (IV) measurements on thin films
of the NC-dPCBA complexes. The comparison of the relative energy levels of the
conduction and valence bands of the NCs and the HOMO-LUMO (highest
occupied-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, respectively) levels of dPCBA
provides more information to understand the quenching mechanism and supports
the idea of photoinduced carrier transfer from NCs to dPCBA molecules.
Photovoltaic devices based on solution-processable colloidal inorganic
nanocrystals (NCs) have recently received increasing attention thanks to the unique
optical and electrical properties of the NCs. Until now, the presence of the
insulating molecular shell around the NCs was considered to be the major
drawback preventing their use in electronics and optoelectronics. Recently, several
methods have been developed to replace long insulating molecules such as oleic
acid (OA) by shorter and conductive ligands such as ethanedithiol (EDT) or
benzenedithiol (BDT) after thin film deposition. These methods are based on layerby-layer (LBL) post deposition ligand exchange, which can reduce inter-particle
spacing and increase the electronic coupling between NCs. The post deposition
ligand exchange method enabled the fabrication of more conductive films and their
utilization as active layer in optoelectronic devices. In chapter 4, we report on the
fabrication of efficient PbS solar cells, showing PCEs approaching 4%. The effect
of 2 different NCs` size on the performance and key parameters of the devices are
discussed together with peculiar features of the device functioning. The successful
ligand exchange is evidenced by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).
Besides the standard characterization of the devices, a simple physical model is
used to get deeper insights in the working mechanism and limiting factors of our
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solar cells. The results prove that the devices are not under space charge limitation,
since the photocurrent depends linearly on the light intensity. In addition, we show
that the device performance is influenced by charge trapping and the degree of this
effect depends on the size of the NCs.
Finally, chapter 5 explores the origin of temperature dependence of electrical
and optical properties of NC thin films. We demonstrate that the overall effect of
the temperature on the device efficiency originates from the temperature
dependence of Voc and Jsc while the FF remains approximately constant. The
optical properties of PbS thin films before and after benzenedithiol (BDT)
treatment exhibit very distinct behavior. Both the optical density (OD) and PL are
red-shifted after the ligand exchange and additional red-shift occurs, when the
temperature is reduced from 293K. The temperature variation of the energy gap
can be explained by considering the unique thermal expansion of the NCs` bandgap
with temperature. In addition, the PL spectra of BDT treated PbS NCs becomes
much more complex: the PL is quenched and extra emission peaks appear at lower
temperatures. The quenching indicates the presence of nonradiative pathways at
lower temperatures which can be ascribed to defect states emerging due to surface
modification. Moreover, Gaussian analysis suggests the appearance of intrinsic and
surface related defect states which could serve as radiative and nonradiative
channels for recombination of the charge carriers.
Consequently, the electronic applications of NCs strongly depend on the nature
of the surface ligands and the interaction between the NCs and the ligands.
Therefore, significant effort is required to design novel ligand molecules enabling
charge transport between adjacent NCs without introducing surface dangling bonds
and trap states. It is quite unlikely that NCs would gain ground on crystalline
semiconductors in the near future; however, they might compete with organic
electronics and amorphous silicon.
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Samenvatting
Tegenwoordig domineren silicium en andere kristallijne halfgeleiders de
informatie technologie en fotovoltaische industrie. Deze halfgeleiders worden over
het algemeen epitaxiaal gegroeid of thermisch opgedampt op rigide substraten,
resulterende in hoge productiekosten. Derhalve is er veel onderzoek gaande naar
materialen die uit oplossing aangebracht kunnen worden, omdat deze compatibel
kunnen zijn met flexibele substraten in combinatie met een process op lage
temperatuur en daarmee lagere productiekosten. Het gebruik van organische
halfgeleiders, die uit oplossing aangebracht kunnen worden, heeft aanzienlijke
vooruitgang geboekt, aangezien zij aan deze eisen kunnen voldoen. Aan de andere
kant is hun bruikbaarheid beperkt tot golflengtes kleiner dan 1µm, door hun gebrek
aan infrarood absorptie.
Halfgeleidende nanokristallen (NC’s), ook wel quantum dots genaamd, kunnen
deze beperking overwinnen. Dankzij de kwantum opsluiting zijn hun brede
absorptie en nauwe emissie afstembaar op een wijd bereik van golflengtes, van het
ultraviolet tot het nabije-infrarood, afhankelijk van de grootte en chemische
samenstelling. Sinds de ontdekking van NC’s bijna dertig jaar geleden is het
onderzoek naar NC synthese beduidend vooruit gegaan, waardoor heden ten dage
een precieze controle van de chemische samenstelling, grootte, vorm en
oppervlakte eigenschappen mogelijk is. Voor de meeste toepassingen is de
belangrijkste kwestie de controle van de oppervlakte chemie van de NC’s,
aangezien zij over het algemeen gesynthetiseerd worden met een organische
moleculaire schil om hen heen. De rol van deze moleculaire schil is tweevoudig: i)
om een goede oplosbaarheid en colloidale stabiliteit te bewerkstelligen en ii) om
bungelende bindingen aan het oppervlak te passiveren om non-radiatieve
recombinatie op het oppervlak te verhinderen. Het grootste nadeel is dat deze
moleculen elektrische isolatoren zijn. Daarom is het onvermijdelijk om het medium
rondom de NC’s te veranderen voor electronische toepassingen. Tot nu toe zijn er
een aantal strategieen gepresenteerd om ladingsextractie uit NC’s mogelijk te
maken, inclusief het integreren van NC’s met isolerende liganden in halfgeleidende
polymeer matrices en het bevestigen van electro-actieve eind-gefunctionaliseerde
polymeren of kleine moleculen.
In dit proefschrift introduceren wij enkele alternatieve mogelijkheden om
ladingsextractie uit PbS NC’s mogelijk te maken en hun toepassing in hybride
fotodetectors en anorganische zonnecellen.
Efficiënte en stabiele fotogeleidende materialen met gevoeligheid over een
breed spectraal gebied zijn onmisbaar voor toepassing in PD’s en zonnecellen.
Organisch/anorganische hybride systemen, samengesteld uit colloidale NC’s en
fullereen derivaten zijn uitstekende kandidaten voor beide toepassingen door hun
goede stabiliteit in een lucht omgeving, de mogelijkheid op een extreem brede en
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afstelbare spectrale gevoeligheid en goedkope wijze van fabricage. Hoofdstuk 2
richt zich op de fabricage en studie van organisch/anorganische PD’s gemaakt van
[6,6]-fenyl-C61-butaanzuur methyl ester (PCBM) en PbS NC’s. De morfologie van
de actieve laag is gekarakteriseerd door verschillende microscopische technieken.
Een efficiënte foto-geïnduceerde elektron overdracht van de NC’s naar de
fullerenen wordt inzichtelijk gemaakt door tijdsopgeloste fotoluminescentie
spectroscopie op dunne films als bewijs voor de efficiënte NC sensitisatie. De PD’s
vertonen een responsiviteit tot 0,32 AW-1 en een detectiviteit van 2,5*1010 Jones bij
1200 nm, wat vergelijkbaar is met commercieël verkrijgbare PD’s.
In hoofdstuk 3 presenteren we een alternatieve manier om oppervlakte
verandering van PbS en CdSe NC’s in oplossing mogelijk te maken. Het hoofdstuk
is toegewijd aan het onderzoek naar de succesvolle binding van een fullereen
derivaat, namelijk 3,4-dihexyloxyfenyl-C61-butaanzuur (dPCBA) aan PbS en CdSe
NC’s. Dit molecuul is een uistekende kanditaat om als electro-actieve ligand voor
NC’s te dienen, aangezien het een soortgelijke structuur en eigenschappen heeft als
zijn beroemde verwant PCBM, welke veelvuldig gebruikt wordt als electron
acceptor in bulk heterojunctie zonnecellen. Door het ontwerpen van liganden
kunnen de electronische eigenschappen afgesteld worden met een direct effect op
de geleidings en optische eigenschappen van de dunne NC lagen. De oppervlakte
bewerking is gevolgd door middel van evenwichts- en tijdsopgeloste
fotoluminescentie (PL) experimenten, aangezien de verminderde mate van PL als
een goede indicator voor NC-ligand interactie kan dienen. De dramatische reductie
van PL voor beide NC’s is een indicatie voor een effectieve coördinatie van
dPCBA aan het oppervlak van de NC’s. De electroactieve aard van de nieuwe
complexen wordt bewezen door stroom-spanning (IV) metingen op dunne lagen
van de NC-dPCBA complexen. De vergelijking van de relatieve energy niveau’s
van de geleidings- en valentieband van de NC’s en de HOMO en LUMO (hoogst
bezette- en laagst onbezette moleculaire orbitalen) niveau’s van dPCBA geeft meer
informatie om de PL reductie te begrijpen en ondersteunt het idee van fotogeïnduceerde ladingdragersoverdracht van de NC’s naar dPCBA moleculen.
Zonnecellen gebaseerd op uit oplossing aanbrengbare colloidale anorganische
nanokristallen (NC’s) hebben recentelijk toenemende aandacht gekregen dankzij de
unieke optische en elektrische eigenschappen van de NC’s. Tot nu toe werd de
aanwezigheid van een isolerende molculaire schil rondom de NC’s gezien als het
grootste obstakel voor hun gebruik in electronica en optoëlectronica. Recentelijk
zijn er verscheidene methodes ontwikkeld om lange isolerende moleculen, zoals
oliezuur (OA), te vervangen met kortere en elektrisch geleidende liganden, zoals
ethaandithiol (EDT) of benzeendithiol (BDT) na de depositie van een dunne laag.
Deze methoden zijn gebaseerd op laag-voor-laag ligand uitwisseling na de
depositie, wat de afstand tussen deeltjes kan verminderen en de electronische
koppeling tussen NC’s kan verhogen. Deze methode laat de fabricage van
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elektrisch beter geleidende lagen en hun gebruik als actieve laag in
optoëlectronische apparaten toe. In hoofdstuk 4 rapporteren we de fabricage van
efficiënte PbS zonnecellen met PCE’s van bijna 4%. Het effect van de grootte van
twee verschillende NC’s op de efficiëntie en sleutelparameters van de zonnecellen
wordt bediscusiëerd, samen met uitzonderlijke eigenschappen van het functioneren
van de zonnecellen. De succesvolle uitwisseling van liganden wordt inzichtelijk
gemaakt aan de hand van infraroodspectroscopie (FTIR). Naast de standaard
karakterisatie van de zonnecellen wordt een simpel fysisch model aangewend om
diepere inzichten te verkrijgen in het werkingsmechanisme en limiterende factoren
van onze zonnecellen. De resultaten bewijzen dat de cellen niet
ruimteladingsbegrensd zijn, aangezien de fotostroom lineair afhankelijk is van de
lichtintensiteit. Daarnaast laten we zien dat de efficiëntie beinvloed wordt door
verstrikking van de ladingsdragers en de mate hiervan is afhankelijk van de grootte
van de NC’s.
Ten slotte wordt de herkomst van de temperatuursafhankelijkheid van de
elektrische en optische eigenschappen van NC dunne lagen onderzocht. Wij
demonstreren dat het netoo effect van de temperatuur op de efficiëntie van de
zonnecellen zijn origine vindt in de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van Voc en Jsc,
terwijl de FF ruwweg constant blijft. De optische eigenschappen van dunne lagen
van PbS voor en na benzeendithiol (BDT) behandeling vertonen een erg
uitgesproken gedrag. De optische dichtheid (OD) en PL zijn beide roodverschoven
na de liganduitwisseling en een extra roodverschuiving treedt op wanneer de
temperatuur verlaagd wordt vanaf 293K. De variatie van de energie split door
temperatuur kan verklaard worden door de thermische uitzetting van de band split
van de NC’s. Daarnaast worden de PL spectra van met BDT behandelde PbS NC’s
veel complexer: de PL is verminderd en extra emissie pieken verschijnen bij lagere
temperaturen. De vermindering is een indicatie voor de aanwezigheid van nonradiatieve paden bij lagere temperaturen wat toegeschreven kan worden aan defect
toestanden die verschijnen door de oppervlakte bewerking. Daarenboven
suggereert een Gaussische analyse het voorkomen van intrinsieke en oppervlakte
gerelateerde defect toestanden die als radiatieve en non-radiatieve kanelen voor
recombinatie van landingsdragers kunnen dienen.
In conclusie zijn de electronische toepassingen van NC’s sterk afhankelijk van
de aard van de oppervlakte liganden en de interactie tussen de NC’s en de liganden.
Daarom is aanmerkelijke inspanning nodig om nieuwe liganden te ontwerpen die
het ladingstransport tussen aaneengrenzende NC’s mogelijk kunnen maken, zonder
bungelende bindingen en verstrikkingstoestanden te introduceren. Het is
onwaarschijnlijk dat NC’s in de nabije toekomst inlopen op kristallijne
halfgeleiders; echter kunnen zij concurreren met organische electronica en amorf
silicium.
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